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Abstract
An implementation of a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) transmitter
has been developed using SIMULINK and MATLAB. This transmitter uses a

modified carrier in modulation. This modified carrier, which is frequency
modulated, has been shown to reduce intersymbol interference (ISn and

multiple access interference (MAl). These two types of interference are caused
by multipath propagation which results in delayed versions of the original

signal. The benefits of this modified modulation technique are apparent when
there are delays involved. The spreading sequences used are 7- bit Gold

codes which allow a maximum of nine users. The initial trials of the

transmitter indicate that it is functioning correctly.
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SMULINK Implementation of a CDMA Transmitter

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Contributions of the Thesis
One of the areas of telecommunications that has attracted much research
interest in the last few years is indoor wireless communications, particularly
wireless local area networks (WLANs). This has been due to the growth of
computer based applications in almost all work environments [12]. Current
WLANs are designed for high speed data transmission and will mainly operate
or are currently operating on industrial scientific medical (ISM) bands [3]. At
these band.,, spread spectrum (SS) methods in the form of either direct
sequence spread <pectrum (DS SS) or frequency hopping spread spectrum (FH
SS) can be used in order to improve system performance. There is, however, a
significant bit error rate (BER) degradation when the data rate is of several
Mbps, which is typical of asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) WLANs. This
BER degradation is caused by the channel dispersions due to multipath
propagation [3]. Multipath effects cause serious distortions to the received
signal. To combat multipath effects, Code Division Multiple /.,·c.:ss (CDMA)
and DS techniques are implemented in the advanced levels [12].

The aim of this project was:

To develop a SIMUUNK implementation of a CDMA transmitter.

This thesis presents an original work in the design :1nd implementation of a
CDMA transmitter. The transmitter is capable of generating a modulated data
sequence multiplied by a spreading sequence called a PN sequence. It uses a
non- conventional method of modulation using a function called the W(t)
function. This function has been show11 to reduce intersymbol interference (lSI)
and multiple access interference (MAl) which are both caused by multipath
propagation [3].

The transmitter was implemented in SIMULINK and MATLAB. The MATAB
function blocks in SlMULINK were used to implement simple functions needed
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in the development of the transmitter. The predefined SIMULINK blocks given
in the SIMULINK menu proved sufficient in the construction of the
transmitter.

1.2 Outline of the Thesis
The

•

ou~line

of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 provides the theoretical foundation required to understand spread
spectrum techniques and CDMA. It also outlines a method of reducing
multiple access interference (MAl) and intersymbol interference (IS!) which
are both caused by multipath. The near- far effect (which is common with
CDMA) and power control, used to reduce this effect, are also both
discussed.

•

Chapter 3 describes the SIMULINK implementation of the transmitter. It
also introduces SIMULINK and its usefulness in modelling communication
systems.

•

Chapter 4 examines the results from the simulations where the transmitter
was tested. The cross correlation coefficients and the power spectral density
of the output signals are assessed.

•

Chapter 5 outlines further development of the SIMULINK model to
implement a harware version of the transmitter using digital signal
processing (DSP) techniques. This chapter also outlines the benefits of
using DSP as well as a description of the hardware specifications of the
DSP board that would be suitable for this project.

•

Finally, chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarising the major outcomes
of tho project.
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2 Spread Spectrum Communication 11nd COMA
2.1 Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communication
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a form of spread spectrum multiple
access communication. Spread spectrum signals have the characteristic that their
bandwidth W is much greater than the information rate R in bits/s. The
bandwidth expansion factor Be can be described as :

B,= WIR

(I)

There are high levels of interference that are present in the digital transmission
of infonnation over some radio channels. This interference can be overcome by
using a larger bandwidth than the minimum required.
Spread spectrum signal design also incorporates an element of

pseudo~

randomness which makes the signals appear similar to random noise. This
makes the message difficult to be intercepted and only allows the intended
receivers to demodulate the signal.
Thus apart from the use of SS for multiple access, spread spectrum signals are
used for [I]:

•

"combatting or suppressmg the detrimental effects of interference due to
jamming, interference arising from other users of the cham:el, and self
interference due to multipath propagation;

•

hiding a signal by transmitting it at a lower power and, thus, making it
difficult for an unintended listener to detect in the presence of background
noise;

•

achieving message privacy in the presence of other listeners."

When trying to prevent jamming, the communicators must not allow the
jammer to have any previous knowledge of the signal characteristics except for
the type of modulation and the overall channel bandwidth. If the information is
just encoded, the jammer may be able to copy the transmitted signal and
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confuse the receiver. To prevent this, the transmitter adds an element of
pseudo-randomness to the signal that is only known by the receiver. In
multiple-access communication systems, a number of users share a common
channel bandwidth. Since any of the users may transmit information
simultaneously over the channel to the corresponding receivers, interference may
arise. If the users all use the same code for the encoding and decoding of the
infonnation, then each signal being transmitted may be differentiated by
superimposing a different pseudo-random code, known as a PN sequence, onto
each one. This pseudo-random sequence is also called a key. Hence a receiver
may recover the transmitted infonnation by knowing the key, thereby achieving
message privacy. This is the communication technique used by CDMA [1].

There are two types of spread spectrum signals. These two types are Direct
Sequence (DS) spread spectrum and Frequency Hopping (FH) spread spectrum
signals. DS SS signals use phase shift keying (PSK) to modulate the binary
data. FH SS signals use frequency shift keying (FSK) for modulation. DS SS
is the technique used in this project however an explanation of both methods
is given in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.2 Direct Sequence (OS) Spread Spectrum (SS) Signals
The type of modulation that will be considered here is phase

mod~lation

or

phase shift keying. The phase of the PSK signal is shifted pseudo-randomly by
the combination of the PN sequence generated at the modulator and t'he PSK
modulation. This is true only for binary PSK (BPSK). The modulated signal is
called a direct sequence (DS) or pseudo-noise (PN) spread spectrum signal.
Assume for a particular system that the information rate at the encoder is R
bits/s, the available channel bandwidth is W Hz and BPSK is used. Then the
phase of the carrier is shifted by n: or 0 radians pseudo-randomly at a rate of

W times/s according to the PN generator pattern. If quadriphase PSK (QPSK)
is used then an amplitude modulation instead of a phase shift takes place.
This allows the available channel bandwidth to be utilised.

4
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The duration of a rectangular pulse called a chip, can be defined as
(2)

T, =1/W

where Tc is called the chip interval.

The duration of a rectangular pulse that corresponds to a bit of information
can be defined as
(3)

The bandwidth expansion factor can then be expressed as

B, = WIR = T,!T,.

(4)

The ratio Tt/Tc is usually an integer described as

L, = T,!T, •
This is the number of chips per infonnation bit that occur in the transmitted
signa1 during the bit duration.

If the encoder in a DS spread spectrum system takes k information bits at
time and uses a binary linear (n,k) block code, the time duration for
transmitting the n code elements is kTb seconds. The number of chips that
occur in this time interval is kLc. Thus the block length of the code is nc =

kLc. If the encoder uses convolution coding at a rate of kin, then the number
of chips in the interval kTb is also nc = kLc.
A method for superimposing the PN sequence onto the transmitted signal for
BPSK, is to add the PN sequence to the coded bits with modulo-2 addition. If
Ct

represents the i-th bit of the PN sequence and

b1

is the corresponding bit

fro:rt the encoder, then the modulo sum is [1]:

The sequence {a;} is then mapped into a BPSK signal of the form [I]
s(t)

= :tRe [g(t)ei''ff"J

where
g1(t)

g(t • iT )
(a, = 0)
= {
'
-g(t-iT,)(a 1 =1)

(S)

and g(t) is a rectangular pulse of duration Tc and arbitrary shape. This is
effectively an amplitude modulation rather than a phase shift.

5
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------------------------------------The modulo-2 addition can also be represented as the multiplication of two
wavefonns [1].
The elements in the coded sequence can be mapped into a BPSK signal as in
the relation
bt(l) = (2bt-l)g(t- iT,).

(6)

We can also define a wavefonn Pt(l) such that
p;(t) = (2c,. 1) p(t- iTa

(7)

p,(t) is a waveform of duration Tc.

The equivalent Iowpass signal in relation to the i-th coded bit is [1]:
g;(t)

=p;(t)ct(t) =(2b1 -l) (2c,-l)g(t- iT,)

(8)

Hence it is shown that multiplying a BPSK signal that has been generated
from the coded bits with a sequence of unit amplitude rectangular pulses (of
duration Tc) and with a polarity that is determined from the PN sequence as in
(7), is equivalent to the modulo-2 addition of the coded bits with the PN
sequence followed by a mapping to give a BPSK signal.

2.2.1 Processing Gain and Jamming Margin
The performance characteristics of the DS spread spectrum signal can be found
by expressing the signal energy per bit

9, in terms of the average signal

power Pav :

where Tb is the bit interval.
If ] 0 is the power spectral density of the jamming signal {wideband
interference), then the total average jamming power is defined as

lav =JoW
The ratio

Jovf Pav
is known as the jamming margin. It is the largest value that the ratio can take
while still achieving a given error rate performance.
The processing gain can be defined as in equation (4)
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B,= WIR=TIIT, =4
This ratio represents the advantage gained over the jammer that is achieved by
expanding the bandwidth of the transmitted signal.

2.3 Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum Signals
For another spread spectrum technique known as frequency hopping (FH), M-

ary frequency shift keying (MFSK) is the most common modulation technique
used. ln this type of modulation, one of the M frequencies is used to
determine which k = log2M information bits are to be transmitted. The position
of the M- ary signal is shifted pseudorandomly by the frequency synthesiser
over a hopping bandwidth W" [2]. In a conventional MFSK system, the data
symbol modulates a fixed frequency carrier. In a FHIMFSK system, the data
symbol modulates a carrier whose frequency is pseudorandomly determined. In
both cases, a single tone is transmitted. A diagram of a FH/MFSK system is
shown in Figure 2.1 [2].

<----'fransmitter-----tf

MFSK
FH
Data -1 modulator 1-' modulator

PN
generator

Channel

~

r

Interference

Receiver----+

FH
MFSK
demodulator 1-< demodulator

-

Data

PN
geneutor

Figure 2.1 FHIMFSK System

The diagram illustrates a two - step modulation process where the two steps are
data modulation and frequency hopping modulation.

The FH!MFSK system

can also be implemented as a single step where the PN sequence and the data
both detennine a transmission tone produced by the frequency synthesiser. A
PN generator feeds the frequency synthesiser a frequency word (a sequence of
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Y chips) at each frequency hop time. This frequency word determines one of
2 rsymbol set positions. The minimum number of chips necessary in the
frequency word is detennined by the frequency hopping bandwidth W~ and the
minimum frequency spacing ilf between consecutive hop positions.

The occupied transmission bandwidth for a given hop, is identical to the
bandwidth of a conventional MFSK system, which is usually much smaller
than Wss· However. the FHIMFSK spectrum occupies the entire spread spectrum
bandwidth when averaged over many hops. FH bandwidths can be in the order
of several gigahertz (2]. This is much larger than can usually be achieved with
DS SS and as a consequence, PH systems may have larger processing gains
than DS systems. However, it is difficult to maintain phase coherence from
hop to hop because of the wide bandwidth. Therefore these schemes are

usually implemented using noncoherent demodulation.
As the diagram illustrates, the receiver reverses the transmitter's signal
processing steps. The received signal is dehopped (FH demodulated) by mixing

it with the same sequence of pseudorandomly selected frequency tones that was
used for hopping. The most likely symbol is selected by sending the
demodulated signal through a conventional bank of M noncoherent energy

detectors.

2.4 Synchronisation
A receiver must use a synchronised copy of the spreading or code signal for
the successful demodulation of the received signal. This is applicable for both
DS and FH SS systems. There are two steps that are involved in the
synchronisation of the locally produced spreading signal and the received SS
signal. The first step is called acquisition and this consists of bringing the two
spreading signals into rough alignment with one another. Atler acquisition of
the SS signal, the second step called tracking is implemented. In this process,
the best possible waveform fine alignment is continualiy maintained using a
feedback loop.

8
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2.4.1 Acquisition
The problem in acquisition is searching through a domain of time and
frequency uncertainty so that the locally generated spreading signal is
synchronised with the received SS signal. There are two types of acquisition
methods that can be described as coherent or noncoherent. Most acquisition
methods use noncoherent detection. This is because the despreading process is
usually carried out before carrier synchronisation and thus the carrier phase is
not known at this point. The following iJOints must be taken into consideration
when determining the limits of uncertainty in time and frequency [2):
•

Uncertainty in the distance between the transmitter and receiver. This
determines the uncertainty in the amount of propagation delay.

•

Phase differences between the transmitter and receiver spreading signals
arise as a result of the clock instabilities between the transmitter and
receiver. This phase difference grows as a function of elapsed time between
synchronisation.

•

The uncertainty in the value of the Doppler frequency offset of the
incoming signal is a result of the uncertainty in the receiver's relative
velocity with respect to the transmitter.

•

Frequency offsets between the two signals are a result of the relative
oscillator instabi1ities between the transmitter and the receiver.

2.4.1.1 Structures of the Corre/ator
In an acquisition method, the received signal and the locally generated signal
are usually correlated first to produce a standard of similarity between them. It
is then decided if the two signals are synchronised by comparing the correlated
value to a threshold. If the two signal(i are not synchronised, the acquisition
method implements a phase or trequency change in the locally generated code
and another correlation is attempted. This is part of a systematic search
through the receiver's phase and frequency uncertainty region. A DS parallelsearch acquisition scheme will now be considered. In this system, the locally
generated code is available with delays that are spaced a half chip (fJ2) apart.
2Nc correlators are used if the time uncertainty between the local code and

9
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the received code is Nc chips and a complete parallel search of the whole time
uncertainty area is to be completed in a single search time. A sequence of A
chips are examined simultaneously by each correlator. After this, the 2Nc
correlator outputs are compared. The locally generated code is chosen from the
corresponding correlator output with the largest value. This is the simplest of
the search wchniques. It uses a maximum likelihood algorithm to find the
code.
2.4.1.2 Seritzl Search

A common method for the acquisition of SS signals is to use a single
correlator or matched filter to serially search for the correct phase of the DS
code signal. The serial implementation repeats the correlation procedure for
each possibl·e sequence shift and as a result, reduction in complexity. size and
cost can be achieved. In a DS scheme, the timing period of the local PN code
is fixed and the locally generated PN sequence is correlated with the incoming
PN sequence. The output signal is compared to a preset threshold at fixed
examination intervals of ).T, (search dwell time), where ). » I. The phase of
the locally generated code signal is incremented by a fraction (typically one
half) of a chip if the output is below the threshold. The correlation is then
attempted again. When the threshold is surpassed, the PN sequence is assumed
to have been obtained. This then prompts the code tracking procedure to be
initiated and the phase - incrementing process of the local code is repressed.
2.4.1.3 Sequential Estimation

Another search technique is called Rapid Acquisition by Sequential Estimation
(RASE) [2]. The RASE system inputs its best estimate of the first n received
PN code chips into the n stages of its local PN generator. A starting date is
defined by the fully loaded register. This date is from when the gonerator
begins its operation. If the first n received chips are correctly estimated, all the
succeeding chips from the local PN generator will be correctly produced. This
is because a PN sequence has the property that the next combination of
register states depends only on the present combination of states. The RASE
system has a switch that was initially at position one. The switch is now

10
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thrown to position two. The local generator produces the same sequence as the
incoming wavefonn, in the non-appearance of noise, if the starting state has
been correctly estimated. We assume that synchronisation has occurred if the
correlator output I.T, surpasses a pre- determined threshold level. If the output
is less than the threshold, the switch is restored to position one and the
procedure is repeated once the register is reloaded with estimates of the next n
received chips. The system no longer needs estimates of the input code chips
once synchronisation has occurred.
The RASE system has a fast acquisition capability but it is subject to noise
and interference signals.

2A.2 Tracking
Tracking occurs once acquisition or rough synchronisation is achieved. There
are two classifications of tracking code loops: coherent or noncoherent.
Coherent loop is one in which the carrier phase and frequency are known
exactly so that the loop can operate on a baseband signal. The carrier
frequency and phase is not known exactly in a noncoherent loop. A
noncoherent loop is usually used to track the received PN code because the
canier frequency and phase are not exactly known initially. Tracking loops can

be categorised further as delay- locked loop (DLL) or as a tau- dither loop
(TDL) [2].

II
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2.5 C'-, ..e Division Multiple Access
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems allow for many fJS spread
spectrum signals to share the same channel bandwidth provided that each

signal has its own signature sequence (distinct PN sequence). Hence several
users can transmit messages at the same time over the same channel
bandwidth. The CDMA system block diagram is shown in Figure 2.2 [13].

r---------------------------,

U_L

''
Code I

1

L---'i'

b

''

~

Spread
t

1

r:Mc:a-tc7h-,ed"J--y-'->
Filter I

'
'''

____.A+}~r'f---if>!Matched
--.!!"'L,~cco;;;dlee:"iz~,:-~b~,_,f:s~p;;;re;;arl[d
I
· -y,
Filler 2 1--Y-->
2

2

L.-.-..J:
UK

Codek

'''
'''

n
Spread
k

1

l

YK
Matched
Filter k 1--->

1'-----'
'

'L---------------------------~
DS - CDMA Channel

Figure 2.2 CDMA System Block Diagram

The signature sequence is used to modulate and spread the signal containing
the information. At the receiver, the signature sequence is also used to

demodulate the message that had been transmitted by a user of the channel.

Suppose that a COMA channel is shared by k simultaneous users and each
user is assigned a signature waveform gk(t) of duration T. Where T is the
symbol interval. The signature waveform can be expressed as

L-1

gk(t)= L ck(n)p(t-nTc), OStST

n=O

(9)
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where fc• (n), 0 5n 5L -I} is a pseudo-noise code sequence comprising L chips
that can take the values { ±I} and p(t) is a pulse of duration T,. Therefore
there are L chips per symbol since T = LT,.

Assume that all K signature waveforms have unit energy. Hence

(IO)

The cross correlations between pairs of signature wavefonns are very important.
We can define the cross correlations as [1]:
T

Pulr)= Jg,(t)glt-7:)dt, i5j

(II)

0

T

p1,(r)= fglt)g 1(t+T-7:}dt, i5j

(I2)

0

2.5.1 Transmitter Model
Let the information sequence of the kth user be expressed as {b,(m)} where the
value of each bit of information is ±1. If a block of data of length N is used,
then the data block from the kth user is
(I3)

Thus, the equivalent low pass transmitted wavefonn is
N

s, (t) = ../f:l, b.(i}g, (t - iT).

,_,

(I4)

The composite, K -user's signal can therefore be described as

K
s,(t)=

N

r,..jf;'I,h,(i)g,(t-iT -7:,)cos(m,t+6,),
k=J, I=/

(IS)

where cos( meT+ Ok) is the carrier waveform, 9k is the random carrier phase of
the kth user, S, is the energy signal per bit, m, is the carrier frequency and 1'k
is the transmission delay. For synchronous CDMA, the delay '<k = 0 for all

users. For asynchronous CDMA, the delays can be different. The duration of a
data bit can be expressed as

T=NT,,

(I6)

13
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where N is the number of chips per data bit.
2.5.2 Receiver Model
The signal at the receiver is [13]:
r(t)

= s(t) + n(t),

(17)

where n(t) is additive noise.
The receiver is made up of K parallel receivers corresponding to the K users.
Each one multiplies the signal received by the carrier with an appropriate
phase and the corresponding PN sequence. The received signal is given by

[14]:

K
I

r(t)=

N

.jf;I,b,(i)g,(t-iT -~,)cos(m.t+¢,)+n(t),

k =1,
where ¢k = (0.. •

(18)

{"'/
<U,~,)

and n(t) is the channel noise process which is assumed

to be a white Gaussian process with two sided spectral density NJ2..
When users are simultaneously transmitting messages. the PN code sequences
used must be mutually orthogonal so that interference from other users is
avoided . The orthogonality of the PN sequences is hard to achieve, especially

if the number of sequences is large. So it is imperative that a good selection
of PN sequences is obtained. This will be described in section 2.5.3.
2.5.3 Orthogonal Functions
Orthogonal functions are characterised by a set of N linearly independent

functions {'l(j(t)} called basis functions. The basis functions must satisfy the
following conditions for the interval 0 s; t ~ T, on which they are said to be
orthogonal:
T

f'lf/l)'lf,(l)dt=K/; 1, k=1, ... ,N

(19)

0

where

1 for j=k

0 ={
J!r.
0 otherwise

(20)
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The operator

0• is

called the Kronecker delta function. When the Kj constants

are equal to one, then

~(t)

is called an orthonormal function. The principle

requirements for orthogonality are [2]:
•

"Each

~(t)

function of the set of basis functions must be linearly

independent of the other members of the set.
•

From a geometric point of view, each

~(t)

is mutually perpendicular to

each of the other 'l't(t) for j ,. k."

Hence, if a set is selected such that the sequences are orthogona1 to one
another, the transmitted signal when mixed with a PN sequence from the same
set will also become orthogonal to any other signal being transmitted . Thus

interference from the other users can be combatted.
2.5.4 PN Code Sequence Generation

The most widely known PN sequences are the maximum -length shift-register
sequences (m- sequences) which have a length of [!]

n =2'" -1 bits.

(21)

They are generated by an m- stage shift register with linear feedback. The

sequence is periodic with period n and each period of the sequence contains
2m "1 - 1 zeros and 2m .J ones.

The binary sequence contains Is and Os and this sequence is mapped into a

corresponding sequence of positive and negative polarity pulses. The
relationship can be expressed as
pJ(t) = (2b, • 1) p(t • iT).
p1(t) is the pulse corresponding to the element

b1

(22)

in the sequence which is

either 1 or 0.

The periodic autocorrelation function defined in terms of the bipolar sequence is
n

¢( JJ= "LJ2b,-1}{2b,, 1 -1), o,;j Sn -1

(23)

1•1

where n is the period.
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A pseudo-random sequence should have an autocorrelation function with the
property that ¢(0) = n and ¢(j) = 0 for 1~j ~ n • 1 . For m sequences, the

periodic autocorrelation function is
(j = 0},
(1Sjsn-1).

(24)

It is desirable in a CDMA system to have low cross- correlation va1ues
between a pair of sequences. However, the number of m sequences that have
low cross-correlation values is too small for CDMA purposes. Therefore it has

been found that the PN sequences with better periodic cross-correlation
properties are Gold and Kasami sequences.

2.55 Gold and Kasami Sequences
Gold and Kasami found that certain pairs of m sequences of length n have a

three-valued cross correlation function with the values

{-I, -t(m), t(m)- 2),

where

2( .....1)/2 + 1
t(m}= { 2C""2l/2 + 1

(odd m},
(even m).

(25)

Say, for example, that m = 5, then t(S) = 23 + I= 9. Then the three possible
values of the periodic cross correlation function are {-1, -9, 7) and the
maximum magnitude of the cross-correlation for the pair of m-sequences is 9.

Two m-sequences of length n with the values of the periodic cross-correlation
taking on {-I, -t(m), t(m)- 2) are called preferred sequences. From a pair of
preferred sequences of a= [a 1a2... a,] and b = [b 1b2... b,], a sequence of length n
can be constructed by taking the modulo-2 sum of a with the n cyclically

shifted versions of b or vice versa. The resulting new periodic sequences have
period n = zm- 1. By including the original sequences a and b we have a total
of n + 2 sequences called Gold Sequences. Refer to Figure 2.3 for a diagram
of a Gold code set generator with period 63.
Kasami sequences have cross-correlation and autocorrelation values from the set

{-!, -(2ml2 + 1), 2rnl2- I). Thus the maximum cross-correlation value for any pair

of sequences from the set is
(26)
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Kasarni sequences are constructed by beginning with an m sequence a , and
forming a binary sequence b by taking every 2'.n. + I bit of a. This sequence,
b, has period n = 2ml2 - I. Then by taking n =2m - 1 bits of the sequences a
and b, a new set of sequences is formed by modulo -2 adding the bits from a

and b and all 2'.n.- 2 cyclic shifts of the bits from b. By including a in the
set, a set of

2'1112

Kasami sequences of length n = zm - 1 is obtained. Refer to

Figure 2.4 for a diagram of a small Kasami set generator with period 63.

Fignre 2.3 Gold Code Set Generator of Period 63

Figure 2.4 Small Kasami Set Generator of Period 63
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2.6 Binary Phase Shift Keying Modulation
BPSK is one of the modulation techniques used in this project. In a phase
shift keying system, a sinusoidal carrier wave of fixed amplitude and fixed

frequency is used to represent the binary values 0 and I. The modulating data
signal shifts the phase of the waveform s1(t) to one of two states., either zero
or 1t. The general expression for BPSK is:

s1 (t)~~ 2~• cos[(J),t+rp,(t)]

0$1$T,
i = 1,2

T,

(27)

where ~ is the transmitted signal energy per bit and T, is the symbol time

duration.
To generate a BPSK wave, the input binary sequence must be represented in a

bipolar form with symbols I and 0 representing constant amplitude levels of

+~ and -~ respectively. This binary wave is multiplied by a sinusoidal
carrier wave rp1(t) with frequency

f, ~ n;T,

where n, is a fixed integer and

f/!1(1) is defined as:

rp 1 (t)~

ficos(21ff,t).

(28)

vr.

The transmitter model is shown in Figure 2.5.

Binary Wave
(Polar Form)

·~

BPSK

•

t/1;(1)

Fignre 2.5 BPSK Transmitter Model
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2.7 Quadriphase Shift Keying Modulation
QPSK is the other modulation technique used in this project. In QPSK
modulation, the original data stream, dk(t) = do, d~t d2,••• consists of bipolar
pulses. This pulse stream is divided into an in-phase stream, d1(t) and a
quadrature stream, dQ{t) where:

d1(t)

= do, d:z, d., .•• (even bits)

dQ(t)

= dt, d;, d,,... (odd bits)

d1(t) and dQ(t) each have half the bit rate of d,(t). A QPSK waveform s(t) is

constructed by amplitude modulating the in-phase and quadrature data streams
onto the cosine and sine functions of a carrier wave according to the following
formula [2] :

The above fonnula can also be written as [2]:

s(t) = cos[21ff,t + fJ(t)]

(30)

The pulse stream d1(t) amplitude modulates the cosine function with an
amplitude of +1 or -1 which is the same as shifting the phase of the cosine
wave by 0 or

1t.

The result is a BPSK waveform. The pulse stream dQ(t) also

yields a BPSK wave after modulating the sine wave. The resulting waveform
is orthogonal to the cosine function. The sum of these two functions outputs a
QPSK waveform. The value of fJ(t) will correspond to one of four possible
combinations of dt(l) and dQ(t). These values are 0', ±90' or 180'. In QPSK,
the carrier phase can change only on_ce every 2T. Thus the phase of the carrier
j

during any 2Tb interval can be any one of the four phases corresponding to
fJ(t). If in the next 2Tb interval, neither dt(t) or dQ(t) changes sign, the carrier

phase remains the same. If one of the pulse streams changes sign, a phase
shift of ±90' results. Finally, if there is a sign change in both pulse streams,
the carrier phase shifts 180°.
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The model of the QPSK transmitter is shown in Figure 2.6

1/

.J2cos(m.t + tr I 4)

XX

ll!sif"UMiMll--+s(t) = cos[211/,t +IJ(t)]
d-'t _ ___,.x:oX_o----'
"'
> ?'

li.Ji sin(m.t + tr I 4)

Figure 2.6 QPSK Transmitter Model

2.8 Benefits of COMA over TDMA and FDMA
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA) 'Ire other types of multiple access methods. These techniques
will be briefly discussed in sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2. The advantages of CDMA
over TDMA and FDMA will be discussed in section 2.8.3.
2.8.1 Frequency Division Multiple Access

In FDMA, specified subbands of frequency are allocated to users. The
assignment of the user to the frequency band is long term or permanent. The
communications resource can contain many spectrally separate signals. The first
frequency band contains signals that operate between frequencies fo and f 1• The

second band consists of frequencies between f2 and f 3 and so on. There are
buffer zones between frequency bands to reduce interference between adjacent
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Figure 2.8 TDMA for one channel
For the comparison, Figure 2.9 illustrates CDMA. It can be seen that many
users share the same channel bandwidth without the need for guard bands.
Interference is avoided by using orthogonal PN sequences explained in section
1.5.

Frequency

One frequency channel

Time
Figure 2.9 CDMA illustrating three users transmitting over one channel

2.8.3 Advantages of DS-CDMA
Some advantages of DS - CDMA are [9]:
1. Specific selection capability. A specific narrowband spectrum can be

recovered from a spread spectrum with noise using CDMA. Other
narrowband signals that have been spread could be part of the 'noise'.
Thus, different signals can be recovered from the spread spectrum by
despreading each signal with its own PN sequence. This is provided that
the PN sequence is orthogonal.

2. Allowance of multiple access using semi-orthogonal PN sequences. Low
channel interference is ensured even though more than one user is
transmitting over the same spectrum. This is due to the low cross
correlation property of these PN sequences.

3. Signal hiding via low density power spectra. The transmitted signal's energy
spectrum is spread over a wide frequency. This allows the signal to be
hidden by the channel noise which is at a higher power level A 'secure'
channel for transmission is thus achieved by pre,:venting 'unauthorised'
reading of the signal. The PN sequence also has the effect of 'scrambling'
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the signal by adding an element of 'pseudorandomness' leading to further

security.
4. An equaliser is not needed. In FDMA and TDMA, when the transmission
rate is much higher than 1Okbps, an equaliser is needed to reduce
intersymbol interference (lSI). This lSI is caused by the spread in time
delay. In CDMA, the receiver needs only a correlator to retrieve the desired
signal. 'fhe correlator is usually much easier to implement than an

equaliser.
5. There is no guard time in CDMA. TDMA requires guard time between
time slots. Since the guard time is not used to transmit bits, this is a
waste. These wasted bits could be used to improve the standard of
performance of IDMA.
6. CDMA is a natural waveform. It is appropriate for microcell and in building systems because it is susceptible to noise and interference.
7. CDMA uses soft handoff. There is no hard handoff from one frequency to
another as the control of the signal is passed between cells. This is because
every cell uses the same COMA channel and the only difference is that
PN sequences are assigned to the mobile terminals. Soft handoff will be
explained in section 2.10.
8. Synchronisation of the many communication sessions occuring at any given

time on a LAN is not needed. On a Local Area Network (LAN), each
station is usually transmitting a segment of the time. The number of active
stations at any given time is the measure of capacity for CDMA. It is not
the total number of stations. Thus COMA has an advantage because
synchronisation is not necessary.

9. Selective jamming or fading of the spread spectrum channel would only
cause a small loss in the recovered signal's spectral power. This is
because the signal is spread over a wide spectrum. If the power of the
retrieved signal is above a certain threshold, no data is lost. Also, jamming
effectiveness would be reduced because the jamming signal would have to
be spread across this wide spectrum.
These advantages described above are either not available with FDMA and
TDMA or are very hard to attain. For example, a narrowband communication
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link that is able to tolerate multi path interference can be implemented by
adding an adaptive equaliser in the receiver. However, the complexity of the
receiver will also be increased and this may affect the ability to perform a
smooth handover. No more than N users can simultaneously access a TDMA

or FDMA system. If however, more than N users simultaneously access a
CDMA system, the noise level and BER increase proportionally to the percent

overload.

There are some disadvantages associated with CDMA. The two main
limitations are "self jamming" and the near- far effect. Self jamming is caused
by the spreading sequences not being orthogonal in an asynchronous COMA
network. This results in nonzero contributions to the user's test statistics when
the signal is despread. In IDMA or FDMA, orthogonality can be secured for
reasonable time or frequency guardbands. There are two main areas of concern
for digital cellular radio. The first is multipath propagation. The received power
falls off as the inverse of the distance between the transmitter and receiver
raised to a power between two and four. Also the near -far problem is
another cause for concern. This problem stems from the fact that in DS COMA, all the signals are transmitted on the same frequency band at the same
time. This may result

in the power of a nearby (unwanted) transmitted signal

arriving at the listening receiver to overwhelm the signal from a distant
(wanted) transmitter [19]. Hence power control techniques must be used to
control the near- far effect. Power control and the near- far effect will be
further discussed in section 2.9.
The final concern is the smooth handover from one cell to the next. This
requires that the mobile acquires the new cell before it releases the old cell.
Handoff is discussed in section 2.10.

2.9 Near- Far Problem
The near- far effect is sometimes called near- far interference and occurs when
the receiver input includes one or more other CDMA signals that are stronger
than the desired signal [20]. CDMA used to be rejected as unworkable in the
mobile radio environment because of the 'near-far' problem. It was always
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assumed that constant power was transmitted from a!l the stations. In a mobile
radio environment, some users may be located near the base station while
others are far away. These further users may experience propagation path losses
in the range of many tens of dB.

2.9.1 Power Control
The near- far effect can be reduced by adapting the power of each transmitter
to changes in the channel response or the interference environment. This
adaptation is referred to as power control. The benefits of spreading are
rea1ised when the received powers from all users are approximately equal to
each other rather than having constant power. Thus controlling the transmitter
may result in equal received power.

2.9.2 Solution
Power control may be implemented by varying the transmitted power of the
mobile units so that an adequate signal- to- interference ratio (SIR) is
maintained at the receiver for each transmission [20].
Maximum capacity is achieved if the power control is adjusted so that the SIR
is exactly what it needs to be for an acceptable error rate. The capacity and
SNR have a reciprocal relationship [ 16].

2.10 Handoff
Handoff is the act of transferring support of a mobile from one base station to
another. Using current technology, handoffs fail frequently, causing dropped
calls. This results in poor service quality. Also, each handoff is followed and
preceded by long periods of pOor link quality which results in annoying noise
and distortion. CDMA does not only reduce handoff failures, but also provides
"soft hand off. This maintains good voice quality at all times and the handoffs
become undetectable even to skilled listeners [17].
Thus CDMA handoff differs from normal standards in many aspects [17]:
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•

It is 'soft' which means that the handoff does not interrupt communication.

•

The handoff is not abrupt but is rather a prolonged call state during which
there is communication via two or more base stations. The link
performance during handoff is improved by the multi - way communication
diversity. This diversity gain also partly compensates for the large path loss
at the cell boundary.

•

The signal measurement that triggers the handoff is performed by the
mobile stations, not the base stations.

There is no handoff boundary in CDMA, but a handoff region instead. The
handoff can be completed either by the mobile moving completely into the
new cell or by the mobile going back to the original serving cell. A call
is never in jeopardy due to link failure in both cases.

2.11 Multiuser Detection
As has been described, multiple access allows multiple users to share moderate
capacity resources such as bandwidth and time. In a conventional DS-CDMA
system, each user is treated separately as a signal. The other users are
considered as interference or noise. The interference suppression capability ts
measured by the processing gain. This suppression capability has limitations
and as the number of interfering users increases, the BER also increases. Also,
even if the number of users is still not large, some users may be received at
such high levels that a user transmitting at a lower power may be drowned
out. This is the near-far effect and this has been described in section 2.9. The
recent interest in DS-CDMA has been due to the fact that tight power control
·has been implemented successfully.
In a CDMA system, all users interfere with each other. Potential capacity
increases can theoretically be achieved if the negative effect that each user has
on others can be eradicated. This is multiuser detection in which all users are
considered as signals for each other. So instead of users interfering with each
other, they are being used for their shared advantage by joint detection.
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Optimal multiuser detection has high complexity so sub-optimum detectors are

considered.
In a cellular system, many mobiles communicate with one Base Station (BS).
The BS has to detect all the signals while each mobile is only concerned with
its own signal. The BS has knowledge of the PN sequences of all its mobiles.
Thus multiuser detection is directed mainly at the BS or in the reverse Hnk
(mobile to BS) [I5]. One of the issues of mobile systems pertinent for
multiuser detection is multipath and this will be discussed in section 2.12.

2.12 Multipath Channels
A multipath channel has multiple propagation paths. That is, there is more than
one path from the transmitter to the receiver. Multipath is caused in free space

propagation by reflections from objects in the surroundings. It may also be
caused by atmospheric refraction or by multiple reflection layers in the
ionosphere for some carrier frequencies. This might produce fluctuations in the
received signal level. Multipath is normal in telephone circuits and other twoway communication systems. In the telephone circuit, echoes are caused by
unintentional coupling between the receiver and the transmitter. The different
paths may be made up of many distinct paths. Each path has a different time
delay and attenuation. On the other hand, the different paths might consist of
non -discrete paths. The multi path wave is delayed by a certain time t"
compared to the wave on the direct path. In the DS SS system, if we assume
that the receiver is synchronised to the RF phase of the direct path or the
time delay, the received signal can be expressed as [2]:
r(t)

= Ab(t)g(t)cosW.,t +

a4b(t • T)g(t • T)cos( W.,t

+ 6) + n(t),

(31)

where b(t) is the data signal, g(t) is the code signal, 11(t) is a zero- mean
Gaussian noise process and

't"

is the differential time delay between the two

paths in the interval 0 < 't" <T. The attenuation of the multipath signal relative
to the direct path signal is

a and

e is

a random phase in the range of (0, 21t).

For the receiver that is synchronised with the direct path signal. the correlator
output z(t) at time t =T is [2]:
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T

J

z(tA = [Ab(t)g' (t)cosw,t + aAb(t- T )g(l)g(t- T )cos( w,t + IJ )+ n(t)g(t)]2cosw ,tdl,

'
(32)

where g'(t)= I. For codes with long periods where T>T,, g(t)g(t- T);O.
Hence, if the chip duration T, is less than the differential time delay between
the rnultipath and direct path signals, the output of the correlator becomes:
T

J

z(t = T) = 2Ab(t)cos' ro,t+2n(t)g(t)cosro,t dt
0

(33)

=Ab(T)+n,(t),

where no(T) is a zero - mean Gaussian random variable. With the code correlation receiver, the spread spectrum CDMA system can eradicate the
interference caused by multipath. However, with shorter PN sequences,
problems may still arise due to multipath. This will be discussed in section

2.13.

2.12.1 Multipath Fading
Multipath fading is due to the superposition of the different multipath signals.
It can result in attenuation of the signal that is frequency dependent. This

phenomenon is known as frequency selective fading [18]. Refer to Figure 2.10
for the illustration of how reflections of a signal can lead to multipath fading
[18].

Path A

ob~---------'~le
Path B

Transmitter

Receiver

Figure 2.10 Illustration of How a Reflection of a Signal
Results in Different Propagation Delays [18].
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Since the receiver antenna intercepts the superimposed signals, the worst case
scenario is when path A entirely cancels out path B (the original signal ). In a
multipath channel, the received signal strength varies considerably with time
because of the changing relationship between multiple propagation paths. Thus
for a slowly fading channel, the signal strength change is slow in relation to
the symbol rate. The received signal can be represented as [4]:
\oj't) = a(t).!6t'!c(t)

+ n(t),

(34)

where a(t) is a random variable with mean equal to l, n(t) is white noise and
IJ(t) is a random variable denoting the phase error. The variables IJ(t) and a(t)

vary slowly in comparison to c(t).

Fading can also be characterised as being Rayleigh or Rician. Rayleigh fading
is the result of a vector sum of multiple signal components. Each of these
signal components has a random amplitude. It can also be viewed as a signal
whose in-phase and quadrature components are Gaussian random variables.
Ray leigh fading causes deep signal dropouts.
The probability density function (pdf) of Rayleigh fading is given by [21]:
r
{ - r'
}
Pr(r)=-exp
-,
(J2

where

20'2

r";::.

0,

(35)

a is the Rayleigh parameter (the most probable value). The mean and

the variance of this distribution is

(J',(,i/i

and (2- 7r12)cl, respectively.

The fading is said to be Rician if there is a strong constant signal component
in addition to the multiple random components of Rayleigh fading. The strong
component may be a line of sight path or a path that goes through much less
attenuation compared to other arriving components [21]. When such a strong
path exists, the received signal can be considered to be the sum of two
vectors: a scattered Rayleigh vector with random amplitude and phase and a
vector which is detenninistic in amplitude and phase, representing the strong
component. Rician fading is typical of situations where there is a direct,
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unobstructed path between stations, as weiJ as reflecting or scattering surfaces
16].

The Ricean fading has a distribution given by the pdf [21]:

r J-r'+v'} lo (rv)
uz'

Pr(r)~ u'expt 2uz

r';20,

(36)

where /, is the 0-th order Bessel function of the first kind, v is the magnitude
(envelope) of the strong component and

rl

is proportional to the power of the

"scatter" Rayleigh component [21].

2.13 lntersymbal Interference and Multiple Access Interference
2.13.1 lntersymbol Interference

In a typical digital baseband system, there are filtering aspects with circuit
reactances in the transmitter, receiver and channel. The input pulses may be
flat top or impulse -like. In both cases, the channel reactances can distort the
amplitude and phase of the pulses. At the transmitter, the pulses are lowpassed filtered to restrict them to certain bandwidth. The receiving filter is
called an equalizing filter and should be adjusted to make up for the distortion
caused by the transmitter and channel. A transfer function that combines the
effects of all this filtering is as follows [2]:
H(f) = H,(f)H,(f)H,(f),

(37)

where HI/) represents the filtering at the transmitter. Hc(f) is the filtering in

the channel and H,(j) is the filtering done at the receiver.

If these pulses are improperly filtered as they pass through the communication
system, they will be overlapped when received. The pulse of one symbol
"smears.. into neighbouring time slots and this interferes with the detection
process. This interference is called Intersymbol Interference (lSI). In radio
communications, IS! is mainly caused by multipath propagation leading to the
dei<oyed version of the signal extending into the next sampling interval.
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2.13.2 Multiple Access Interference

It has been shown that interference between multiple users can be avoided if
the codes used to transmit the data are orthogonal. However, in reference to
terminal to base station (BS) transmission, if the delays between the transmitter
and receiver are different, the signals are not considered orthogonaL In a 50m
coverage area, depending on the data rate, these delay differences may be
around a few chips. This effect is referred to as Multiple Access Intetference
(MAl) [3]. MAl is quite serious for very short spreading sequences such as 7bits Gold codes and 16- bits Walsh- Rademacher functions. These short PN
sequences also cause problems with multipath propagation.

2.14 Reduction Of lSI and MAl
In Asynchronous Transfer Mode Wireless Local Area Networks (ATM
WLANs), a data rate of several Mbps is required. For ATM WLANs, there is
a bit error rate (BER) degradation that is caused by the dispersion of the
channel on account of multipath propagation. In DS CDMA, the signal
intercepted at the receiver without taking different path losses into consideration
is [3]:
R(l) = gJ(I- ~J)SJ (1- ~I)

where

1j;

+ g, (1-

~2) S2 (1- ~v

+ ... + gN (1-

~N) sN(I- ~N),

(38)

i= 1, 2, .. ,N are delays corresponding to different transmission paths

associated with the i-th user.
If the receiver is only to accept messages from transmitter (user) one, the
receiver has been perfectly synchronised with that user. Hence the signal r(t)
obtained is [3]:
r(l) = g/(1- ~J)SJ(I- !J)

+ ••. + g1(l- ~J)gN(I- ~N) SN(I- ~N),

(39)

where g/(1- tJ)SJ (I- <I) is the signal that is needed and the other terms
gi(I- r 1)gl(l- <N) s;(l- <N); (i ;< 1) are the interfering signals that cause MAJ. The

MAl becomes more severe as the correlation between the code gi(t- 'ti) and
the other codes gJ(t-

rU gets stronger. This is because the signal is finally

demodulated using cross correlators or a matched filter.
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2.14.1 Muitipath in DS • CDMA
The received signal where there are different signal delays due to multipath can
be described as [3]:
R(l) = A1g,(l• 'OJ)SI (I· TI) +At KI (I· Tz) St (I· Tz) + ... +AM8'1 (I· TM) s,(l· TM), (40)

where the coefficients A1 >Az >... >AM are the amplitudes of the signals with
different propagation paths. The strongest signal component A 1g,(l· TI)s1(I· -r1)

is synchronised with the receiver. The other terms have delays that are not
equal to 'ft; (i :;tl). Hence these terms cause lSI.
To reduce this lSI, the codes KI(I) ...gN(I) are improved so that for delays larger
than a single chip, they have a low auto- correlation. Gold codes are a set of
these improved codes. However, for shorter Gold sequences, their autocorrelation

still possesses significant magnitude of the order of 0.71 [3]. In

order to decrease both the cross- and auto - correlation functions, the carrier
waveform must be modified to produce optimum values [3].

2.14.2 Carrier Waveform Modification
According to the proposed method in [3], the autocorrelation and cross
correlation functions can be decreased by modifying the carrier waveform so
that its period TM > 25Tc. Please note that this value is only an example. The
magnitude of the autocorrelation function must be much lower than one for all
values of the delays Tc <

r ~ 25Tc. By the inclusion of an additional

frequency modulation (FM) with the existing modulating function, this can be
achieved. The modulating function has a period of TM. To simplify the
detector, TM is chosen to be an integer multiple of the PN code length. Where

[3]:
TM=k

* 7Tc;

k

= 1, 2, 3,...

The function used in this project that fulfils these conditions is:
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W (I)=

~a[Tr(_!_)
+ /fl'r(_!__)]
9
7T,
14T,

(41)

where

Tr I ={-2(1-0.5),
( )

2(1-1.5),

OSI<l
IS1<2

is of period 2 and is a periodic function. The values of a and

(42)

i3

used in this

project are 3.72 and 0.2 respectively.
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3 SIMULINK Implementation of a COMA Transmitter
3.1 Proposed Transmitter Model
The proposed transmitter model for this project is shown in Figure 3.1.

Data

BPSKor QPSK
Modulation

XX
>;

f'

PN Sequence

Generator
(Gold Codes)
Figure 3.1 Proposed Transmitter Model

Using MATLAB/SIMULINK, a CDMA transmitter incorporating BPSK
modulation was designed. This design was also modified to accommodate
QPSK modulation.

A data sequence comprising 16 bits was used. This

number can later be modified to accommodate sequences of any number of
bits. The set of PN sequences was comprised of 7 - bit Gold codes. This set
of PN sequences allows a maximum of 9 users. The PN sequence length can
also be changed if needed later on. The SIMULINK model of the transmitter

will be discussed in more detail in sections 3.3 and 3.4.
3.2 SIMULINK Overview
SIMULINK is a program for simulating dynamic systems. It is a visua1

extension of MATLAB with many additional features specific to dynamic
systems while retaining all of MATLAB's general purpose functionality [II].

A visual interface is supplied by SIMULINK where a system can be designed
from either in - built or user- defined blocks. The blocks are connected by
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drawing signal lines or by using special interconnecting blocks. This creates a
block diagram representing the system. The simulation can be performed and
monitored. The monitoring can be done via scopes that are connected to the
relevant points on the signal line. On the other hand, the simulation results can
be viewed in MATLAB by using the workspace variables to store the results.
By typing in the workspace variable name in the MATLAB environment, the
stored contents can be viewed. Alternatively, the results can be plotted to a
graph. The simulation can also be paused, so that the performance of the
system can be evaluated, and then restarted from the paused state.

The in- built blocks on SIMULINK are available from a template library. The

library contains a vast selection of blocks from different categories. These
blocks can represent analogue circuits, digital circuits, filters, scopes, memory,
logic functions, hardware connections and many more. The desired blocks can
be selected and then connected to make the system model. Each block has
specific parameters that can be set by the designer.
There are many advantages incurred by using SIMULINK. An outline of these
is given below [12].
3.2.1 Perceptiveness
SIMULINK allows the user to model less complex systems without
programming. By the use of a visual design, the user can use intuition to
build the system using blocks. The block diagram is a realistic and familiar
fonn to engineers as a way to represent a system. Thus, better understanding
of the system behaviour arises

as a result.

3.2.2 Convenience
Pre - built blocks and MATLAB function libraries are conveniently offered by
SIMULINK. Designing the system is of paramount importance to engineers
rather than constructing analysis tools and modelling components. Most of the
basic building blocks and analysis tools needed for electronic systems are
provided by the SIMULINK and MATLAB toolbox libraries. Since the designer

______________________________,_
does not have to write any code to perfonn the simulation, it can be said that
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SIMULINK provides the platform for which systems can be simulated. Thus
the user is only involved with the modelling of the system.

3.2.3 Flexibility
Monitoring the progress of the simulation is very easy in SIMULINK.
Observation of the signal flow through the lines connecting the blocks can be
done via different kinds of probes. Also, the system variables can be analysed
by pausing the simulation and then restarting from where it left off.
3.2.4 Modularity
The system design approach in SIMULINK can be described as object oriented. The blocks (objects) communicate by sending signals to one another

and hence are separate entities. Procedural language, on the other hand has
procedures which communicate via shared data structures. Thus it is easy to
modify the system, if the need be, using SJMULINK due to the high
coherence of the blocks and low affiliation between them.

3.2.5 Power of procedural language
Sometimes it is best to combine MATLAB function blocks together with
SIMULINK blocks. These circumstances may arise when the system to be
modelled is large. This is because non - linear blocks that are very big and

complex may have to be used. By combining these two types of blocks, the
power of both MATLAB and SIMULINK's procedural language can be
exploited.

V~ctor

processing can be implemented very conveniently using

MATLAB's programming language. It is also very convenient because variables
and data structures do not have to be initialised.
3.2.6 S - functions

When a Sllv1ULINK model is created, a new function called an S - function
(System- Function) becomes available in MATLAB [II]. The dynamics of the
model are defined by this function. The S -function has the calling syntax:
sys =model (t, x, u,flag)
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where model is the model name, and flag controls the infonnation returned in

sys. For example, a flag set to I gives the state derivatives in the variable sys
at the operating point defined by the time t, input vector u and state vector x.
The S - function is used by the linearization, trim and integration routines to
determine the dynamics of the system. It behaves like any other MATLAB
function and has the following benefits [II]:
•

You can create the linear or non - linear model in many different languages
such as block diagrams or M - files.

•

You can create new types of blocks that can be used in any block
diagram.

•

You can write your own analysis and simulation routines.

Thus S - functions are simply MATLAB functions with a special calliug syntax
which allows you to access the dynamic equations of a model.
3.2.7 Combining MATLAB Functions With SIMULINK
SIMULINK can model analogue and digital, linear and non -linear systems.
Usually, differential or difference equations are used to model systems. State
space equations can be implemented by utilising user defined blocks. The
existing state space function block in SIMULINK can be used if the block to
be defined is linear. If the block is non- linear. it may be defined using a text
editor since S -functions are stored away. State space function blocks can be
used directly whereas S -functions must utilise S function blocks.
w

You may also define non -linear blocks using the pre built MATLAB function
w

block. The MATLAB function can then be implemented in SIMULINK. This
allows very large and complex blocks to be created. However, the MATLAB
function block is limited to MATLAB functions only. The user defined blocks
in MATLAB are created using S -functions which apply the technique of state
space equations.
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3.3 SIMULINK Implementation of a COMA Transmitter Using BPSK
For the data sequence, a 'Clock' block multiplied by a 'Constant' block with
the value of 1 is used to generate a signal. This signal is then put through a
'Fen' block with the MATLAB function 'rem'. This finds the remainder of the
signal after it is divided by 16. This remainder is put through a MATLAB
'Fen' block using the function 'fix' to generate 16 discrete levels. These 16
discrete levels ranged from 0 to 15. The 16 levels were then mapped onto the
16 data bits using a lookup table. For simulation purpose, a '2-d lookup table'
was used to because there were nine sets of data sequences corresponding to
the nine users. Hence it made things much easier because to choose a data
sequence, it was simply a matter of entering the user number into the
'Constant' block connected to the X Index of the '2-d lookup table'. The
resulting waveform was multiplied by cos(W,J +2n/rW(t) dt]) where :
W(t) =

1
a[rr()+ [JTr(.....!_)]
9
7T,
14T,
2

to complete the BPSK modulation. The PN sequence was generated in the
same way as the data sequence except that the 'Constant' block had the va1ue
of 7 instead of I. This was to ensure that one bit of data was multiplied by
the whole 7 -bit PN sequence. Also, the signal was divided by 7 and the
remainder found and fixed to generate 7 discrete levels from 0 to 6. The 7
levels were mapped onto the 7 -bit Gold sequence using

a '2-d lookup table'.

This was so that a particular PN sequence corresponding to one of the nine
users could be chosen. The resulting PN sequence was then multiplied by the
BPSK modulated waveform to complete the transmitter. The transmitter ensures
that each bit of the data sequence is multiplied by the whole PN sequence.
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The W(t) function was implemented as Figure 3.2 :

Wet

+
Sum

ATLA

unctlo

Cos

Tr(t?Tc)

Product

To Workspacet

Scopet
Scope3

Figure 3.2 SIMULINK Implementation of the Function W(t)

Firstly the

Tr(-7T,1-)

function was constructed.

The model is shown in Figure 3.3:

Scope

Constant

Figure 3.3 SIMULINK Implementation of the Function "(~)

It consists of a 'Clock' block multiplied by a 'Gain' block that contains the
value n. This is because it is now multiplied by a MATI.AB 'Fen' block

containing a 'sawtooth' waveform that has a period of 21t. Hence the resulting
wavefonn has a period of 2 since Tc = tn and 7*Tc =1. The absolute value is

taken using the 'Abs' block and the resulting function is multiplied by 2 and
has 1 subtracted from it.
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Next the

Tr(1

-) function is constructed in the same way except that the
14T.

clock is multiplied by 7r:/2 instead of 1t. This is because 14*T• = 2. Hence the
resulting waveform has a period of 4 since the sawtooth wavefonn has a

period of 21t.
The

rr(_!_)
7T,

function is then multiplied by a 'Gain' block with the value

2!9a where a is 3.72. The

rr(1

-) function is multiplied by a 'Gain'

14T,

block with the value 2/9af3 where f3 has the value 0.2. These two values are
then summed and the integral is taken using the 'Integrator' block. The
resulting value is then multiplied by 211, added to W,t and the cosine of this
total value is taken using a MATLAB 'Fen' block with the 'cos' function.

A diagram of the SIMULINK implementation of a CDMA transmitter using
BPSK is shown in Figure 3.4
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3.4 SIMULINK Implementation of

a

COMA Transmitter Using QPSK

The QPSK modulated transmitter was implemented in much the same way as
the BPSK version except for a few minor changes. The 'Clock' block
multiplied by the 'Constant' block with the value of I was still used to

generate the signaJ. The 16 discrete levels were simultaneously mapped onto 16
even and odd numbered levels using one 'look up table' for the even levels
and another 'lookup table' for the odd levels. These even and odd levels were
then mapped onto the even and odd data bits of a 16 bit data sequence also
using a lookup table. Again for fast simulation purposes, a '2-d lookup table'

was used to choose the appropriate data sequence corresponding to a particular
user. This design can also be modified to accommodate 9 to 16 bit sequences.
The even data bits were multiplied by the function cos(WJ+Ztr/{W(t)dt]).
The odd data bits were multiplied by the function sin(WJ+ZJ[W(t)dt]) which
was constructed in exactly the same way as the function cos(WJ+2tr/[W(t)dt])

except that the 'sin' function was used in the 'Fen' block instead of the 'cos'
function . The resulting wavefonns were then summed to complete the QPSK
modulation. The QPSK waveform was then multiplied by the PN sequence to

complete the transmitter.
The PN sequence was generated in the same way as for BPSK except that the
'Clock' block was multiplied by a 'Constant' block with the value of 7/2. This
was to ensure that one period of the QPSK waveform is multiplied by the
whole PN sequence. Refer to Figure 3.5 for a diagram of the SIMULINK
implementation of a CDMA transmitter using QPSK.
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4 Simulation Trials
4.1 Results Using BPSK Modulation
The foUowing tables outline the values that were used in each simulation.
The PN Sequences used are an optimum set of Gold code sequences. These
Gold code sequences are 7-bits in length and can accommodate up to 9 users .
The users and their specified 7 - bit Gold code sequences are shown in the
following Table4.1-1 [18].
The data sequences used were 16 bits long and were randomly chosen. These
data sequences are given in Table

4.1~2.

User,k

7 - bit Gold Code Sequence

0

I-IIII-I-I

I

11-11-l-11

2

-111-ll-11

3

-Il-Il-l-1-l

4

ll-1-Ill-1

5

1-l-1-1-l-11

6

-111-1-ll-1

7

III I-III

8

-1-I-lllll

Table 4.1-1 CDMA 7- bits Gold Code Set
For each simulation, a matrix of 100 timesteps was used to capture:
I. The data after BPSK modulation.
2. The PN sequence.
3. The transmitter output signal.
The MATLAB 'plot' command was used to graph the data.
A total of 9 simulations were conducted corresponding to 9 users.
Notice that in each simulation, it can be seen that one QPSK symbol is
multiplied by one 7- bit PN sequence. The reulting waveform is shown in the
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transntitter output. The plots of the data, PN sequence and transmitter output
signal for simulations I to 9 can be seen in Figures 4.1·2 • 4.1-10

Simulation

Data Sequence

PN Sequence

number
I

1-1 1-1 I -I I -I I -1 I -1 I -1 I -1

1-1111-1-1

2

I 1 1 1-1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 I -1 -1 -1 -1

11-11-1-11

3

1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 I 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1

-111-11-11

4

1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1-1 -1 -1 1-1 1 -1

-11-11-1-1-1

5

1 -1 -1 -1 -11 1 1 -1 -11 1 -1 1 -1 I

11-1-111-1

6

-1 -I 1 -11 -1 -1 1 1 1-1 1 1 -1 -1 -1

1-J-1-1-1-11

7

-1 I I -1 -1 -I I I I 1-1 1 -1 I I -1

-111-1-11-1

8

11 -1 -1 1 -11-1 I -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1

1111-111

9

-1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 I 1 1 -1 1 -1

-1-1-11111

Table 4.1·2 Data Sequences Used in Each Simulation.
Figure 4.1-1 is a graph of one period of W(t) from the simulation.
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D a Alter BPSK Modulati
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Dala Aller BPSK Modulation
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Data After BPSK Modulation
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Data After BPSK Modulation
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4.2 Results Using QPSK Modulation

For each simulation, a matrix of 100 timesteps was used to capture :
I. The data after QPSK modulation.

2. The PN sequence.
3. The transmitter output signal.
The MATLAB 'plot' command was used to graph the above data.
A total of 9 simulations were conducted corresponding to 9 users.

.

Table 4 2-1 outlines which values were used in each simulation.
Simulation
Data Sequence
PN Sequence
number
I
I -I I -I 1-1 I -I I -I I -1 I -1 I -1
1-llll-1-l
2

I I I I -I -I -1 -I I I I I -1 -1 -I -I

ll-11-l-11

3

I I -I -I I I -1 -1 I I -1 -I I I -I -I

-111-ll-11

4

I I -I -I 1-1-1 I 1-1 -1 -I I -I I -I

-ll-11-l-1-1

5

I -1-1-1 -I I I 1-1-1 I 1-1 1-1 I

ll-l-111-1

6

-I -I I -I I -1-1 I I 1-1 I I -1 -1 -1

1-1-l-1-1-ll

7

-1 I I -I -I -I I I I I -I I -I I I -I

-111-l-11-1

8

I I -1 -I I -I I -I I -1 I I 1-1 -I -I

1111-111

9

-1-1 -1 -1 I -1 1-1 1-1 I I I -I I -I

-1-l-lllll

Table 4.2·1 Data Sequences Used in Each Simulation.
Notice that in each simulation, it can be seen that one QPSK symbol is
multiplied by one 7 -bit PN sequence. The resulting wavefonn is shown in the
transmitter output. The plots of the data, PN sequence and transmitter output

signal for simulations I to 9 can be seen in Figures 4.2·1 to 4.2-9.
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Data After QPSK Modulation
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Data After QPSK Modulation
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4.3 Cross Correlation Values
The cross correlation coefficients of the set of PN sequences are given in
Table 4.3-1.

1.0000
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.0913
-0.1667
-0.0913
-0.0913
-0.3536
-0.1667

-0.1667
1.0000
-0.1667
0.5477
-0.1667
0.5477
-0.7303
0.4714
-0.1667

-0.1667
-0.1667
1.0000
-0.0913
-0.1667
-0.0913
-0.0913
-0.3536
-0.1667

-0.0913
0.5477
-0.0913
1.0000
-0.0913
-0.4000
-D.4000
0.2582
-0.0913

-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.0913
1.0000
-0.0913
-0.0913
-0.3536
-0.1667

-0.0913
0.5477
-0.0913
-0.4000
-0.0913
1.0000
-0.4000
0.2582
-0.0913

-0.0913 -0.3536
-0.7303 0.4714
-0.0913 -0.3536
-D.4000 0.2582
-0.0913 -0.3536
-0.4000 0.2582
1.0000 0.2582
0.2582 1.0000
-0.0913 -0.3536

-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.0913
-0.1667
-0.0913
-0.0913
-0.3536
1.0000

Table 4.3-1: Cross Correlation Coefficients of the Set of PN Sequences (7bit Gold Codes)

The cross correlation coefficients of the 9 PN sequences used in the BPSK
and QPSK simulations are shown in Table 4.3-2 and Table 4.3-5 respectively.
The same data sequence [I I I I I I I I 1 I I I 111 1] was used in all nine

simulations.
The cross correlation coefficients of the 9 output signals using BPSK
modulation and the W(t) function are shown in Table 4.3-3. The values of the
cross correlation coefficients of the same simulation but without the W(t)

function are shown in Table 4.3-4.

For QPSK modulation, the cross correlation coefficients of the 9 output signals
using the W(t) function are shown in Table 4.3-6. The cross correlation
coefficient values of the same simulation but without the W(t) function are

shown in Table 4.3-7.
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1.0000
-0.!658
-0.!658
-0.0921
-0.1682
-0.0896
-0.0921
-0.3533
-0.!658

-0.1658
1.0000
-0.1675
0.5486
-0.1658
0.5472
-0.7302
0.4713
-0.1675

-0.1658
-0.1675
1.0000
-O.Q908
-0.1658
-0.0928
-0.0908
-0.3541
-0.1675

-0.0921
0.5486
-0.0908
1.0000
-0.0921
-0.3996
-0.4006
0.2585
-0.0908

-0.1682
-0.1658
-0.1658
-0.0921
1.0000
-0.0896
-0.0921
-0.3533
-0.1658

-0.0896
0.5472
-0.0928
-0.3996
-0.0896
1.0000
-0.3996
0.2579
-0.0928

-0.0921 -0.3533
-0.7302 0.4713
-0.0908 -0.3541
-0.4006 0.2585
-0.0921 -0.3533
-0.3996 0.2579
1.0000 0.2585
0.2585 1.0000
-0.0908 -0.3541

-0.1658
-0.1675
-0.1675
-O.D908
-0.1658
-0.0928
-0.0908
-0.3541
1.0000

Table 4.3-2: Cross Correlation Coefficients of the 9 PN Sequences for the
BPSK Simulation

1.0000
-0.1421
-0.1464
-0.1432
-0.1395
-0.1419
-0.1424
-0.1416
-0.1451

-0.1421
1.0000
-0.1429
0.4241
-0.1414
0.4296
-0.7155
0.4309
-0.1426

-0.1464
-0.1429
1.0000
-0.1419
-0.1451
-0.1432
-0.1416
-0.1424
-0.1395

-0.1432
0.4241
-0.1419
1.0000
-0.1424
-0.1464
-0.1395
-0.1451
-0.1416

-0.1395
-0.1414
-0.1451
-0.1424
1.0000
-0.1416
-0.1432
-0.1419
-0.1464

-0.1419
0.4296
-0.1432
.0.1464
-0.1416
1.0000
-0.1451
-0.1395
-0.1424

-0.1424
-0.7155
-0.1416
-0.1395
-0.1432
-0.1451
1.0000
-0.1464
-0.1419

-0.1416
0.4309
-0.1424
-0.1451
-0.1419
-0.1395
-0.1464
1.0000
-0.1432

-0.1451
-0.1426
-0.1395
-0.1416
-0.1464
.0.1424
-0.1419
-0.1432
1.0000

Table 4.3-3: Cross Correlation Coefficients of the 9 Output Signals Using
BPSK With the W(t) Function

1.0000 -0.1451 -0.1411 -O.l4ll -0.1451 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1451 -0.1411
-0.1451 1.0000 -0.1412 0.4315 -0.1451 0.4274 -0.7137 0.4274 -0.1411
-0.1411 -0.1412 1.0000 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1411 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1451
-0.1411 0.4315 -0.1451 1.0000 -0.1411 -0.1411 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1451
-0.1451 -0.1451 -O.l4ll -0.14ll 1.0000 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1451 -O.l4ll
-0.1451 0.4274 -0.1411 -0.14ll -0.1451 !.0000 -O.l4ll -0.1451 -0.1411
-0.14ll -0.7137 -0.1451 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1411 1.0000 -0.1411 -0.1451
-0.1451 0.4274 -0.1411 -0.1411 -0.1451 -0.1451 -0.1411
1.0000 -0.1411
-0.1411 -0.1411 -0.1451 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1411 -0.1451 -0.1411 1.0000

Table 4.3-4: Cross Correlation Coefficients of the 9 Output Signals Using
BPSK Without the W(t) Function
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1.0000
-0.1675
-0.1658
-0.0918
-0.1667
-0.0918
-0.0908
-0.3541
-0.1667

-0.1675
1.0000
-0.1658
0.5479
-0.1667
0.5479
-0.7302
0.4713
-0.1667

-0.1658
-0.1658
1.0000
-0.0909
-0.1670
-0.0909
-0.0921
-0.3533
-0.1670

-0.0918
0.5479
-0.0909
1.0000
-0.0902
-0.3996
-0.4001
0.2582
-0.0925

-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1670
-0.0902
1.0000
-0.0925
-0.0914
-0.3537
-0.1658

-0.0918
0.5479
-0.0909
-0.3996
-0.0925
1.0000
-D.400l
0.2582
-0.0902

-0.0908 -0.3541
-0.7302 0.4713
-0.0921 -0.3533
-0.4001 0.2582
-0.0914-0.3537
-0.4001 0.2582
1.0000 0.2585
0.2585 1.0000
-0.0914 -0.3537

-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1670
-0.0925
-0.1658
-0.0902
-0.0914
-0.3537
1.0000

Table 4.3-5: Cross Correlation of the 9 PN Sequences for the QPSK
Simulation

1.0000
-0.1469
-0.1437
-0.1395
-0.1428
-0.1467
-0.1380
-0.1456
-0.1437

-0.1469
1.0000
-0.1393
0.4277
-0.1455
0.4286
-0.7151
0.4286
-0.1381

-0.1437
-0.1393
1.0000
-0.1468
-0.1437
-0.1395
-0.1456
-0.1380
-0.1428

-0.1395
0.4277
-0.1468
1.0000
-0.1381
-0.1436
-0.1428
-0.1437
-0.1456

-0.1428
-0.1455
-0.1437
-0.1381
1.0000
-0.1456
-0.1394
-0.1468
-0.1437

-0.1467
0.4286
-0.1395
-0.1436
-0.1456
1.0000
-0.1437
-0.1428
-0.1380

-0.1380
-0.7151
-0.1456
-0.1428
-0.1394
-0.1437
1.0000
-0.1437
-0.1468

-0.1456
0.4286
-0.1380
-0.1437
-0.1468
-0.1428
-0.1437
1.0000
-0.1394

-0.1437
-0.1381
-0.1428
-0.1456
-0.1437
-0.1380
-0.1468
-0.1394
1.0000

Table 4.3-6: Cross Correlation Coefficients of the 9 Output Signals Using
QPSK With the W(t) Function

1.0000 -0.1431 -0.1411 -0.1451 -0.1431
-0.1431 1.0000 -0.1431 0.4294 -0.1411
-0.1411 -0.1431 1.0000 -0.1411 -0.1431
-0.1451 0.4294 -0.1411 1.0000 -0.1431
-0.1431 -0.1411 -0.1431 -0.1431 1.0000
-0.1411 0.4294 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1431
-0.1431 -0.7137 -0.!431 -0.1431 -0.1451
-0.1431 0.4274 -0.1431 -0.1431 -0.1411
-0.1431 -0.1451 -0.1431 -0.1431 -0.1411
.
.
Table 4.3-7: Cross Corre1ahon Coefficients
QPSK Without the W(t) Function

-0.1411 -0.1431 -0.1431 -0.1431
0.4294 -0.7137 0.4274 -0.1451
-0.1451 -0.1431 -0.1431 -0.1431
-0.1411 -0.1431 -0.1431 -0.1431
-0.1431 -0.1451 -0.1411 -0.1411
1.0000 -0.1431 -0.1431 -0.1431
-0.1431 !.0000 -0.1411 -0.1411
-0.1431 -0.1411 1.0000 -0.1451
. -0.1431 -0.1411 -0.1451 1.0000
of the 9 Output Signals
Usmg

.
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The tables of coefficient values were constructed using a simple program
written in MATLAB which is shown below.
for i=l:9
for j=1:9

carr= corrcoej(matrix_a(i,:),matrix_blj,: ));
coeJJrij)=corr(1,2);
end
end

Where matrix_a is a matrix consisting of the matrices of the stored variables
(either the PN sequences or the transmitter output signals). Each matrix of the
variables is stored on a different row. Hence there will be nine rows
corresponding to the nine users. A copy of matrix_a is made and stored in
matrix_b, then the program is executed. The variable corr is a 2x2 matrix

consisting of the cross correlation coefficients of:
I. Signal

with itself (row one, column one)

2. Signal

with signa!2 (row one, column two)

3. Signal 2 with signal I (row 2, column one)
4. Signal 2 with itself (row 2, column two)
We are interested in either the value of row one, column two or row two,
column one. These two values represent the same correlation coefficient
between the two signals. Hence the program stores the value in row one,
column two in variable coeff which is a 9x9 matrix.

It can be seen that the simulation values for the PN sequence correlation

coefficients are quite accurate. These values nearly match the actual PN
sequence coefficients given in Table 4.3-1. The cross correlation coefficients
for the output signals are also quite reasonable, although they do not match
the PN sequence correlations exactly.
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4.4 Cross Correlation Values With Delay
The cross correlation coefficients were found between selected signals where
one of the signals was delayed by a certain number of chips. For these
simulations, the output signals from user 1, user 3 and user 7 were randomly
chosen as the signals to be delayed. The cross correlation coefficients were
found for a delay varying from I to 14 chips. This was done for both BPSK
and QPSK modulations with and without the W(t) function.

All simulations for BPSK modulation were done over a period of four
simulation seconds. Since the W(t) function has a period four times the length
of the PN sequence, there is one W(t) function for four PN sequences. Thus
the simulations were run for four seconds so that the W(t) function would
have an effect on the cross correlation coefficients. The matrix holding the
data had a maximum of 2800 timesteps. The simulation step size was

tnoo

so that in four simulation second, a matrix of 2800 timestep values was
generated. Exactly four BPSK symbols and four PN sequences are generated in
four simulation seconds. Since I chip is

In

seconds, a delay of I chip is

70017 = I00 shifts of the elements in the output signal matrix. A delay of 5
chips corresponds to a matrix shift of 700*517 = 500. A simple program was
written in MATLAB to delay the signal by a certain number of chips, find the
cross correlation coefficient between the delayed signal and another signal, and
then plot this correlation coefficient value. The program was repeated so the
coefficients for delays from 0 chips to 14 chips were plotted. This program is
shown below:

sig = bout]',·
for delay= 0:1400

delayed_sig = [sig((2800-delay+l):2800),sig( 1:2800-delay)];
corr = corrcoeff(delayed_sig ,bout5),·
coeff_mat(delay+ I) = carr( /,2);
end
plot(coeff_mat));
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This program is for the example of BPSK modulation. The variable sig is the
output signal to be delayed. The transpose of the output signal is found so

that it will become a row matrix and hence can be treated as a vector. The
program is repeated from a delay of 0 chips to 14 chips . There are 100
timesteps per chip hence the delay is increased from 0 to 1400. The variable

delay corresponds to how many elements the vector must be shifted. The
signal is shifted and stored in delayed_sig. The cross correlation coefficient is
then found between the delayed signal and another output signal. In this case,
the output signal from user 5 is used. The transpose of delayed_sig is found

to convert the vector back to a column matrix. The element in the first row
and second column of the correlation coefficient matrix is stored in a vector
(coeff_mat) because this is the actual correlation coefficient value between the

two signals. This vector has 700 elements when the program stops running.
The vector of coefficient values is then plotted.

For QPSK modulation, the simulations were done over a period of eight
simulation seconds. Hence a matrix of 5600 timesteps was generated since the
simulation step size was

Inoo.

In eight simulation seconds, exactly four

QPSK symbols and four PN sequences are generated. For QPSK, one chip is
217 seconds. Hence a delay of 1 chip is 217*700 = 200 shifts of the elements

in the output signal matrix. For a delay of 5 chips, the matrix elements must
be shifted by 1017*700 = 1000. The same program was used to plot the cross

correlation coefficient values except that the value of 5600 was used instead
of 2800 and the delay was varied from 0 to 2800 which corresponds to a
delay of 0 to 14 chips. The program is shown below:
sig = qout7';

for delay= 0:2800
delayed_sig = [sig((5600-delay+ I ):5600),sig( I :5600-delay)];
corr = corrcoejf(delayed_sig',qout6),·

coeff_mat(delay+ I) =carr( I,2);
end
plot(coeff_mat);
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In this case the delayed signal is the output signal from user 7 and the cross
correlation coefficients are found between this delayed signal and the output
signal from user 6.

4.4.1 The Cross Correlation Coefficients Between Signals Using BPSK
Modulation With and Without the W(t) Function.
The cross correlation coefficients between delayed signals and output signals
using BPSK and the W(t) function are graphically shown in Figures 4.4.1-1a,
4.4.1-2a and 4.4.1-3a. The output signals from user I , user 3 and user 7
were chosen to be delayed.
For the cross correlation coefficients between the signals without the W(t)
function, refer to Figures 4.4.1-lb, 4.4.1-2b and 4.4.1-3b.

4.4.2 The Cross Correlation Coefficients Between Signals Using QPSK
Modulation With and Without the W(t) Function.
The cross correlation coefficients between delayed signals and output signals
using QPSK and the W(t) function are graphically shown in Figures 4.4.2-la,
4.4.2-2a and 4.4.2-3a. The same delayed signals as for BPSK were used.
For the cross correlation coefficients between the signals without the W(t)
function, refer to Figures 4.4.2-lb, 4.4.2-2b and 4.4.2-3b.
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4.4.3 Analysis
It can be seen that the inclusion of the W(t) function in the modulation
greatly improves the cross correlation coefficients of two signals when one of
them experiences a delay. It can be observed that after a delay of 5 ships, the
cross correlation coefficients generally diminish in value and are significantly
less than without the modified carrier function W(t). The cross correlation
coefficients repeat themselves after a delay of 7 chips without the W(t)
function hence the values are higher than with the function.

The introduction of frequency modulation with the modulating function has the

effect of making the magnitude of the autocorrelation function of the carrier
waveform lower than unity for all possible delays T, < f:;; 25T, [3]. This is
the reason for the reduced cross correlation coefficient values.

The values of

a

and

f3

used in the simulations were 3.72 and 0.2

respectively. These values are only arbitrary and the cross correlation
coefficients may be optimized by varying these values.

4.5 Average Power Spectral Density of the Output Signals
The average power spectral density (PSD) of the 9 output signals for both
BPSK modulation and QPSK modulation was plotted. The modulation included
the W(t) function. For BPSK modulation, the carrier frequency was 28Hz and
for QPSK, the carrier frequency was 14Hz. Hence the carrier is four times the

chip rate in both cases. The power spectral density was plotted using
MATLAB's 'PSD' function which plots the power spectral density of the
wavefonn for the positive frequencies.

4.5.1 Average PSD of the Output Signals Using BPSK Modulation
In BPSK modulation, the average power spectral density was taken for 64
samples of the data. This meant that the number of transmitted bits was
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64*16*7. The simulation ran for 1024 seconds. The simulation step size was
0.125 since the Nyquist sampling rate was 1156= 112(4*T,). A matrix of the
output signal was captured using the 'To workspace' block. This matrix
consisted of 1024*80 = 81920 timesteps.

The command to plot the average power spectral density was

PSD (bout, [ ], 80)
where 'bout' is the variable name which stores the output signal and 80 is the
sampling frequency. This value was obtained from the reciprocal of the
simulation step size (1/0.0125). The empty matrix indicates that the default
value of the NFFT was used. This value is ;256. All other parameters were
default values. The PSD plots for BPSK are shown in Figures 4.5.1 ·1 to
4.5.1·9.

Notice that the highest power magnitude is for the carrier frequency of 28Hz.
It can be observed that the peaks diminish in amplitude as the distance from

the carrier increases. This distance between the peaks is constant at 7Hz,
which corresponds to the chip rate. The reason that the amplitudes are different
for each simulation is that each PN sequence will have its own spectral
properties.

This is then reflected in the spectral properties of the output signal.
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4.5.2 Average PSD of the Output Signals Using QPSK Modulation
In QPSK modulation, the average PSD was also taken for 64 samples of the
QPSK symbols. The simulation time was 2048 seconds because one PN
sequence is generated in 2 seconds for QPSK. The simulation step size was

the same as for BPSK (0.0!25). The matrix containing the output signal had a
maximum size of 163840 timesteps. The PSD was also plotted in the same

way as for BPSK with the same parameters.
The average PSD plots for QPSK are shown in Figures 4.5.2 -1 to 4.5.2- 9.

Notice that the highest power magnitude is for the carrier frequency of 14Hz.
The distance between the peaks of the PSD is around 3.5Hz. This frequency
corresponds to the chip rate for QPSK. The amplitudes for each simulation are
different due to the fact that the PN sequences have their own spectral
properties. Thus the output signals have different amplitudes.
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5 Further Development : Digital Signal Processing
Implementation
A digital signal processing (DSP) implementation of a CDMA transmitter could
be a further development of the SIMULINK implementation. The benefits of
using DSP will be discussed in section 5.1. A description of the current
technology in DSP which would be suitable for the hardware implementation is
given in section 5.2.

5.1 Benefits of Using DSP
Digital signal processing (DSP) is interested in the digital representation of
signals and the use of digital processors to analyse, modify • or extract
information from the signals [22]. The signals used in most kinds of DSP are
analogue signals which have been sampled at regular intervals and converted
to a digital form.

The reason for processing a digital signal may be, for example to remove
interference or noise from the signal. Other reasons may be to obtain the
spectrum of the data or to transform the signal into a more suitable fonn. The
main advantages of DSP are [22]:

•

Secured accuracy. The number of bits used is the only detennining factor
in accuracy.

•

Excellent reproducibility. There are no variations due to component
tolerances hence identical perfommnce from unit to unit is obtained.

•

There is no variation in perfonnance with temperature and age.

•

The advances in semiconductor technology to achieve greater reliability,
smaller size, bigher speed, low power consumption and lower cost have
been tremendous. Thus advantage of this advance in technology is

alw:~.ys

taken. For example, it is now possible to produce high speed low power
integrated circuits (ICs) using CMOS technology. This has resulted in newer
DSP chips being CMOS devices rather than bipolar.
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•

Better flexibility. One of the most important features of DSP is that it
allows systems to be programmed and reprogrammed to perform different
functions without modifying the hardware.

•

Superior peifonnance. The functions that are not possible to perform with
analogue signal processing can be done using DSP. Some examples of what
DSP can achieve are linear phase response and the implementation of
complex adaptive filtering algorithms.

•

DSP may be the only feasible option in some cases because the
information may already be in a digital form.

There are some disadvantages associated with DSP but new technology is
continually diminishing the significance of these disadvantages.

•

Cost and speed. When large bandwidth signals are being used in DSP
designs, it can be expensive.

Most DSP devices are still not fast enough

and can only process signals of moderate bandwidth. However, DSP devices
being developed currently are becoming faster and faster.

•

Design time. DSP designs can be time consuming and almost impossible in
some cases unless you have the necessary resources and are knowledgeable
in DSP techniques. This situation is changing though, and commercial
companies are starting to use the advantages of DSP in their products.
Also, new graduate engineers now possess some knowledge of digital
techniques.

•

Problems with finite wordlengths. Financial considerations in real- time
situations usually mean that only a limited number of bits can be used to
implement DSP algorithms. Sometimes, an inadequate number of bits is
used to represent variables and this may result in serious degradation in
system performance.
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5.2 Hardware Description
The DSP board that would be suitable for the implementation is the
TMS320C8x Software Development Board. "The Software Development Board
(SDB) is a PC/AT plug-in card that allows you to evaluate characteristics of the
TMS320C8x DSP to determine how it will meet the requirements of your given
application. Software engineers, developers, and programmers can also use the
SOB as a development tool to create software and applications on a PC for the
TMS320C8x" [23].
Some of the features of the SDB are [23]:
40 MHz TMS320C80
16-bit 44.1-kHz stereo audio subsystem

16-bit video acquisition subsystem
8 Mbytes DRAM (program memory)
4 Mbytes display VRAM to support 16-bit 1024x768 video applications
SDB Source-Level Debugger

PCI bus master interface
'C8x programming examples
On-board emulation support
The chip used on the board is the Texas Instruments TMS320C80. It is
currently one of the fastest processors available. It is a single chip, parallel
processor that can be used for applications such as image processing and
audio/video digital compression. The processing power of the 'CSO also
supports applications within the digital telecom, security and image recognition
markets [24].

The TMS320C80 integrates onto a single IC, five powerful fully programmable
processors, a sophisticated DMA (direct memory access) controller with a
DRAM, SRAM, and VRAI\1 external memory interface, 50K bytes of SRAM
and video tinting control. Of the 50K bytes of SRAM, 32K bytes are shared
among the five processors to support various parallel processing approaches.
Applications that require a large amount of processing and a wide range of
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multimedia can be facilitated by this unique combination of hardware. All five
~rocessors

can be programmed in both C and assembly language.

The 'C80 is capable of performing over two billion RISC like operations per
second. In some applications, a single 'CSO can do the job of over ten of the
most powerful DSPs or general - purp::~se processors previously available. During
each second of pmcessing, it can move 1.8 Gbytes of instructions within the
chip, 2.4 Gbytes of data and 400 Mbytes of data to off- chip memory.

The fully scannable design of the 'CSO combined with its flexible architecture
and in- circuit emulation capability, lets you design a system that meets your
specific needs and can replace multiple boards and multiple processors. Of the
many benefits of the TMS320C80, the most r<:levant to this project is that the
chip gives you the processing power to support telecommunication applications
such as cellular base stations and telephone networks. Since these applications
require a great amount of processing power, the 'CSO is ideal for these
purposes. A typioal cellular base station today uses over 4000 DSPs in a
single station. The TMS320C80 can reduce this number considerably. The 'C80
also offers high data bandwidth and interprocessor communication. This is done
through a

combina~ion

of many small, 64- bit wide RAMs that are

interconnected. An intelligent DMA controller, the transfer controller, handles
the movement of blocks of data [24]. This makes sure that the processors do
not have to wait on data and that the interprocessor communication does not
bottleneck.

This DSP implementation can be carried out quite easily by converting the
SIMULINK code to C code and downloading the algorithms onto the DSP
board. Similar testing done for the SIMULINK model may then be conducted
using the DSP tools.
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6 Conclusions
The aim of this project was to develop a SIMULINK implementation of a
CDMA transmitter. The transmitter was to reduce intersyrnbol interference and
multiple access interference using a non- conventional modulating function (the
W(t) function). This objective has been achieved with the simulation results

indicating that the transmitter is perfonning correctly.

From the average PSD of the output signals, it has been shown that the
highest magnitude of the PSD has a corresponding frequency component which
is the carrier frequency. This is true for both BPSK and QPSK modulation.
For BPSK, the distance between the peaks of the PSD is 7Hz, which
corresponds to the chip rate. For QPSK, the chip rate is half that of BPSK,
thus the distance between the peaks is 3.5Hz. The PN sequences have different
spectral properties and this was reflected in the PSD of the output signals.

The most significant outcome of this project is that the use of the W(t)
function in the modulation of the data seems to improve the cross correlation
coefficients between the transmitter output signals when there is a delay. It was
found that generally there was a gradual reduction in the cross correlation
coefficients after delays of 5 chips. The carrier waveform was modified such
that the normalized to the energy per bit autocorrelation function of the carrier
wave is a periodic function of the delay. The period is greater than the
maximum relative delay between any non - negligble multi path signals or
between any two channels. Also, the normalized to the energy per bit
autocorrelation function magnitude is always less than unity apart from the case
when its argument is equal to an integer multiple of the autocorrelation period
[3]. Thus this modification results in significantly lower cross correlation
coefficient values than without the inclusion of the W(t) function. In a
practical situation, such as the urban environment where reflections from
buildings are expected, multipath propagation arises and consequently delays in
the received signals occur. This scheme is of benefit in those circumstances.
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Further development of the SIMULINK implementation is a DSP
implementation of a CDMA transmitter. The reason for developing a DSP
implementation of the transmitter is mainly due to the greater flexibility and
superior performance that DSP provides. The DSP board that was suggested to
be used in the implementation has the processing power to support
telecommunication applications. It also offers high data bandwidth and
interprocessor communication. These factors make DSP technology ideal for the
purposes of a practical implementation of the CDMA transmitter presented in
this thesis.
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Appendix A: SIMULINK Implementation of a COMA
Transmitter Using BPSK
slm5h.m
function [ret,xO,str,ts,xts]=simSh(t,x,u,flag);
%SIM5H
is the M-file description of the SIMULINK system named SIMSH.
%
The block-diagram can be displayed by typing: SIMSH.
%
%
SYS=SIMSH(T,X,U,FLAG) returns depending on FLAG certain
%
system values given time point, T, current state vector~ X,
%
and input vector, U.
%
FLAG is used to indicate the type of output to be returned in SYS.
%
%
Setting FLAG=! causes SIMSH to return state derivatives, FLAG=2
%
discrete states, FLAG=3 system outputs and FLAG=4 next sample
%
time. For more information and other options see SFUNC.
%
%
Calling SIMSH with a FLAG of zero:
%
[SIZE5j=SIM5H([],[],[J,O), returns a vector, SIZES, which
%
contains the sizes of the state vector and other parameters.
%
SIZES(!) number of states
%
SIZES(2) number of discrete states
%
SIZES(3) number of outputs
%
SIZES(4) number of inputs
%
SIZES(5) number of roots (currently unsupported)
SIZES(6) direct feedthrough flag
%
%
SIZES(?) number of sample times
%
%
For the definition of other parameters in SIZES, see SFUNC.
%
See also, TRIM, LINMOD, LINSIM, EULER, RK23, RK45, ADAMS,
GEAR.

%Note: This M-file is only used for saving graphical information;
%
after the model is loaded into memory an internal model
%
representation is used.

% the system will take on the name of this rnfile:
sys = mfilename;
new_system(sys)
simver(1.3)
if (0 == (nargin + nargout))
set_param( sys, 'Location', [4,42,78 8,58 8])
open_system(sys)
end;

'RK-45')
set_pararn(sys,'Start time', '0.0')
set_param(sys,'Stop time', '4')
set_param( sys,' al gorith rn',
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set_param(sys,'Min step size', '0.001428571429')
set_param(sys,'Max step size', '0.001428571429')
set_param(sys,'Relative error' ,'1 e-6')
set_param(sys.'Retum vars', ")
add_block('built-in/Fcn' ,[sys,'/' ,'Fen'])
set_J>aram([sys,'/' ,'Fen'], ...
'Expr','rem(u,16)', ...

'position' ,[170, 75,21 0,95])
add_bl ock('buil t-in/Scope',[sys, 'I', 'Data'])
set_param([sys, '/','Data'], ...
'Vgain' ,'2.000000' ,...
'Hgain','8.000000', .. .
'Vrnax','4.000000', .. .

'Hmax','16.000000', .. .
'Window',[6,54,786,289], ...
'position' ,[420,17,440,43])
add_block('built-in/MATLAB Fcn',[sys,'/' ,'Fix'])
set_param([sys, 'f, 'Fix'], ...
'MATLAB Fcn','fix', ...
'position' ,[250,70,300, I 00])
add_block('built-in/Fcn' ,[sys,'/', 'Fen I'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Fen I'], ...
'Expf ,'rem(u,7)', ...

'position',[ 190,400,230,420])
add_block('bui It-in/Scope', [sys, '/',' Scope4'])
set_param( [sys,'/' ,' Scope4 '], ...
'Vgain','5.000000', ...
'Hgain','5.000000', ...

'Vmax','l 0.000000', .. .
'Hmax',' I0.000000', .. .
'Window' ,[2,41 ,324,263], ...
'position', [260,477,280,503])
add_block('built-in/MATLAB Fcn',[sys,'/','Fix '])
set_param([sys,'/','Fix '], ...
'MATLAB Fcn','fix', ...
'position', [270,395 ,3 20,425])

%

Subsystem 'PN Sequence'.

new_system([sys,'/','PN Sequence'])
set_param([ sys,'/','PN Sequence'],'Location',[316,263,598,417])
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add_block('built-in/Inport',[sys,'/','PN Sequence/yO'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/yO'], ...
'Port','2', ...
'position', [20,80,40, I00])
add_block('built-in!Outport',[sys,'/','PN Sequence/table out'])
set_pararn([sys,'/','PN Sequence/table out'], ...
'position' ,[215,55,235,75])
add_block('built-in/Inport',[sys,'/','PN Sequence/xO'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/xO'}, ...
'position',[20,25,40,45])
add_block('bui It-in/S-Function', [sys, 'I', 'PN Sequence/S-function'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/S-function'], ...
'function name','sftable2', ...
' dex, tabl e ,...
parameters, xm dex, ym
'position',[ 140,52, !90, 78])
I

11

'

0

add_block('built-in/Mux ', [sys, 'I', 'PN Seq uence/Mux '])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/Mux'], ...
,.mpu t s,"2' ,...
'position' ,[90,46, 120,79])
add_line([sys,'f ,'PN Sequence'],[45,90;65,90;65,70;85, 70])
add_line([sys,'/','PN Sequence'],[ 195,65;210,65])
add_! ine([sys, 'f, 'PN Sequence'], (45 ,35; 65 ,3 5; 65 ,55 ;85 ,55])
add_line([sys,'/','PN Sequence'],[ 125,65; 135,65])
set_param([sys,'f,'PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Display','plot(-10,10, II 0, II 0,[90,50, I 0],[90,40,30],[90,50, I 0],[50,26,20],[90,50, I 0],[22, 13, I OJ)', ...
'Mask Type','2-D Table Lookup')
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Dialogue','Two Dimensional Table Lookup\nThe first input
corresponds to X Index and the second input corresponds to the Y Index IX IndexiY
lnde~!Table')

set_pararn([sys,'/','PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Translate','xindex=@ I; yindex=@2; table=@3;
sftab2chk( xi ndex ,yindex, tab Ie);')
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Help','This block returns a linearly interpolmed intersection from
the table using the X index (which corresponds to the rows of the table) and theY
index (which corresponds to the columns of the table). Extrapolation is used.')
set_param([sys,'f,'PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Entries','[ I 2345 67 8 9]V[O I 2 3 45 6]V[l-1 I I I -1-1; 1 I
-I 1-1-1 I; -I I I -I I -I 1;-1 1-1 1-1 -1-1; I I -1-1 I 1-1; 1-1-1 -1-1-1 1;-1-1 I
-I -I I -I; I 1 I I -1 1 I;- 1 -I -I I I I I ]V')

%

Finished composite block 'PN Sequence'.
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set_param([sys,'f,'PN Sequence'], ...
'position' ,[370,379 ,415,421])
add_b1ock('built-infTo Workspace',[sys,'f,'To Workspace2'])
set_param([sys,'/','To Workspace2'], ...
'rna
t-name,"pnou
t 6 ',...
'position',[455,312,505,328])
add_block('built-infTo Workspace',[sys,'/' ,'To Workspace I'])
set_param([sys,'f,'To Workspace I'], ...
'rna
t-name,"bt'
pou ,...
'position',[625,32,675,48])
add_b Iock('bu iIt-in/Scope', [sys, 'I' ,'Output'])
set_param([sys,'f ,'Output'], ...
'Vgain','2.120000', .. .

'Hgain','2. 120000', .. .
'Vmax','4.240000', .. .
'Hmax','4.240000', .. .

'Window',[42,101 ,728,31 0], ...
'position' ,[720 ,282,740,308])

%

Subsystem 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])',

new_system( [sys,'r, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) '])
set_param( [sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+i ntegral [W (t)dt])'],'Location', [79 ,97,738 ,35 5])
add_b Iock('bu i It-in/Sum', [sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)d t] )/W(t) '])
set_param( [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)d t] )/W(t) '] ,. ,.
'position',[200,97 ,235, 133])
add _b Iock('bu il t-in/Gain', [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)d t])/2//9*al pha'])
set_param( [sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)d t])12//9 *a! ph a'],.,,
'Gain','2/9*3.72', ...

'position',[ I05,70, 125,90])
add_b Iock('bu iIt-in/Gain', [sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)d t])/2//9*aplha*beta'])
set_param( [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)d t])12//9 *aplh a* beta'],, ,,
'Gain' ,'2/9*3. 72*0.3' ,...

'position' ,[1 05, !55, 125, 175])

%

Subsystem 'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])fTr(t/114Tc)'.

new_system( [sys,' r, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(t1/14Tc)'])
set_param([sys ,'/' ,'cos(Wct +integral [W(t)dt])fir(tl/14Tc)'],'Location',[4, i 04,3 75,363])
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add_bl ock fbuilt-in/Gain',[sys,'f ,' cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dtJ)/Tr(til I4Tc)/Gain I '])
set_param([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])1Tr(t//14Tc)/Gain I'], ...
'G run,p1
. 11 '/2' ,...
'position',[! 00,55, I20,75])
add _block('built-in/CI ock' ,[s ys ,'f,' cos(Wct+in tegral [W( t)dt])/Tr(t//I 4Tc)/Clock'])
set_param([sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr(t//14Tc )/Clock'], ...
'position', [60,55 ,80, 75])
add_block('built-in/S urn', [sys,'t ,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dtJ)/Tr(tJ/ 14Tc)/Tr( t)'])
set_param([sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr(t/II 4Tc)!Tr( t)'] ,...
,.mpu ts,"+-',...

'position',[230, 150,250, 170])
add_block('builtin/Constant', [sys, 'I' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t/I I 4Tc)/Constant'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr(t//14Tc )/Constant'], ...
'position',[ I 85, I75,205, I 95])
add_bl ock('bui It-in/Gain', [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr( tJ114TcYG ai n'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr(t//14Tc )/Gain'], ...
'Gain','2', ...

'position',[l85, 130,205, I 50])
add_block('buil t-in/Abs', [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr(t//14Tc)/Abs '])
set_param([sys,'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/Tr(tJ114Tc )IAbs'] ,...
'position',[l40, 130,165, I 50])
add_block('built-in/MATLAB
Fen', [sys, 'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt ])/Tr(ti/14Tc)/Sawtooth'])
set_param([sys,'t, 'c os(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/Tr(tJI I4T c)/Sawtooth'], ...
'MATLAB Fcn','sawtooth', ...
'position',[65,125,! 15,155])
add_bl ock('bui It- in/Scope', [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+in te3ral [W (t)d t])/Tr( tJI I 4Tc)/Scope'])
set_param( [sys,' f ,' cos(Wct+integra I[W(t)dt])/Tr( tJ114Tc)/Scope'], ...
'Vgain','I.OOOOOO', ...

'l-lgain','2.000000', .. .
'Vmax','2.000000', .. .

'Hmax','4.000000', .. .
'Window' ,[297, I08,619 ,488], ...
'position',[295,82,315, I08])
add_bl ock(' bui It-in/Ou tport', [sys, 'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt J)ffr( t//14Tc)/out_! '])
set_param([ sys ,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Tr(ti/14Tc)/out_ I'], ...
'position' ,[270, 150,290, 170])
add_line((sys,'/','cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])/Tr(t/11 4Tc)'],[2 I 0, I 85;2 I 5, I 85;225, I 65])
add_)ine([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t/11 4Tc)'],[2 I0, I40;2 I 5, I 40;225, !55])
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add_Iine( [sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(tJ/14Tc)'],[ 125,65; 145,65; 145, 100;45, 1
00;45, 140;60, 140])
add_line([sys ,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt] )ffr(tJ/14Tc)'], [85 ,65 ;95,65])
add__line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(t//14Tc)'],[170, 140; 180, 140])
add_line([sys, '/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(tJ114Tc) '],[ 120, 140; 135 ,140])
add_line([sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(tJ/14Tc) '], [255 ,160;265,160])
add__Iine( [sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t!/14Tc)'], [255 ,160;25 5,95;290,95])

%

Finished composite block 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(t//14Tc)'.

set_param( [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(tl/14Tc)'], ...
'position',[35,140,65,190])

%

Subsystem 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(t/17Tc)'.

new_system([sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )ffr(t!17Tc)'])
set_param([sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr( t!17Tc)'], 'Location',[4, I04,594 ,363])
add_bl ock('bu il t-in/Gain', [sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+ integral [W(t)dt])ffr( t!17Tc )/Gain 1'])
set_param([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(ti/7Tc)/Gain I'], ...
'G.,,.,
am,p1, ...
'position',[ I00,55, 120,75])
add_bl ock('bui It-in/Clock', [sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])ffr(tJ17Tc)/Clock'])
set_param( [s ys ,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W (t )dt ])ffr(t/17T c)/ Clock'], ...
'position', [60,5 5,80, 75])
add_b lock('built-in/Sum', [sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr( tJ17Tc)ffr( t)'])
set_param([sys, 'I', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )ffr(t!17Tc)ffr(t) '], ...
,.mpu t s,+~,
" ' ...
'position',[230, 150,250,170])
add_b Iock ('built-in/C onstan t', [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integra I[W (t)d t] )ffr(t!/7Tc)/Constant'])
set_param ([sys, 'I', 'cos(Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt] )ffr( tJ17Tc)/Constant'], ...
'position',[i85, 175,205, 195])
add_b Iock(' built-in/Gain',[s ys ,'f ,'cos(Wct+i nte gral [W (t )d t])IT r(t/17Tc)/Gain'])
set_param( [sys,'/', 'cos (Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t//7Tc)/Gain'], ...
'Gnin','2', ...

'position',[l85, 130,205, 150])
add_b Iock ('b uil t-in/Abs' ,[sys,' f ,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t/17Tc)/Abs'])
set_param( [sys ,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t!17Tc)/Abs '] ,...
'position',[l40,130,165, 150])
add_block('built-in/MATLAB
Fen', [sys,' f ,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(tJ17Tc)/Sawtooth'])
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set_param([sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+i ntegral [W(I)dt])ffr(tJ/7Tc )IS awtooth '],. ..
'MATLAB Fcn','sawtooth', ...
'position',[65,125,115,155])
add_block('bu iIt-in/Scope', [sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(tl/7Tc)/Scope'])
set_param([sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(I)dt])ffr(tl17Tc)/Scope'],. ..
'Vgain','I.OOOOOO', ...
'Hgain','2.000000', .. .
'Vrnax','2.000000', .. .

'Hmax','4.000000', .. .
'Window',(163,220,499,600], ...
'position' ,[295,82,315,1 08])

add_block('bu iII-in/Outport', [sys, '/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(tJ/7Tc )/ou t_l'])
set_param( [sys, '/', 'c os(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(tJ17Tc)/ou 1_1'], ...
'position',[270,150,290,170])
add_I ine([sys,'f ,'cosrN ct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(tl/7Tc )'],[21 0,185;215,185;225,165])
add_Jine([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(tl/7Tc)'],[21 0,140;215,140;225,155])
add_line([sys,'f,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(t//7Tc)'].[ 125,65; 145,65; 145,1 00;45,1 0
0;45,140;60,140])
add_line([sys ,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(U17Tc)'] ,[85 ,65 ;95 ,65])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(t/17Tc )'],[170,140; 180,140])
add_Iine([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])ffr(tl/7Tc)'],[ 120,140; 135,140])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t//7Tc)'],[255,160;265,160])
add_Iine( [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W (I)dt])ffr(t/17Tc)'], [255 ,160;255, 95;290, 95])

%

Finished composite block 'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])ffr(tl/7Tc)'.

set_param([sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )ffr(II17Tc)'], ...
'position',[30,55,60,1 05])
add_b Iock('bu iIt-in/ Scope', [sys ,'I','cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt ])/Scope2 '])
set_param([sys,'/ ,'cos(W ct+integral [W(t)dt])/Scope2'], ...
'Vgain','2.000000', ...
'Hgain',' 1.000000',. ..
'Vmax','4.000000', ...
'Hmax','2.000000', ...
'Window',[8,294,773,570], ...
'position',[615,6,635,34])
add_block('built-inffo Workspace' ,[sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffo
Workspace I'])
set_param([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffo Workspace I'], ...
'mat-name','yout2', ...

'burrer','2800',. ..
'position',[615,1 07,665,123])
add_b Jock('bu il t-in/Outport', [sys,' /', 'cos(Wct+ integral [W(I)dt])/out_l '])
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set_param([sys,'/ ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt1)/out_l '1, ...
'position' ,[615,50,635,70])
add_block('built-in/MATLAB Fcn',[sys,'f,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Cos'])
set__param([sys,'I ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt1)/Cos '1 ,...
'MATLAB Fcn','cos', ...
'position',[535,45,585,75])

%

Subsystem 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Wct'.

new_system([sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W( t)dt1)/Wct'1)
set_param( [sys,' I,' cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])/Wct'1, 'Location', [345, 138,634,456])
add_bl ock('bui It- in/Product',[sys ,'f ,'cos(Wct+i nte gral [W(t)dt1)/Wct/Prod uct2'])
set__param([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt1)1Wct/Product2'1,...
'position',[ I05,65, 130,85])
add_block('built-in/Clock',[sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Wct/Clock'])
set_param( [sys ,'!,'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)d t])/Wct/Cl ock' 1, ...
'posi lion', [45,60,65, 80])
add_b Iock('bu il t-in/Scope', [sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt1)/Wct/Scope5'])
set_param( [sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W( t)ut1)/Wct/Scope5'1, ...
'Vgain',' 10.000000' ,.. .
'Hgain','J.OOOOOO', .. .
'Vmax','20.000000' ,...
'Hmax','2.000000', ...
'Window',[ I00, I00,422,4801,. ..
'position',[l70,22, 190,48])
add_block('built-in/Out port' ,[sys,'/' ,'co,·, Wct +integral [W(t)dt])/Wct/out_l '])
set_param( [sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t )d t1)/Wct/ou t_l '1 ,...
'position',[l75,65, 195,85])
add_b Iock('buil t-in/Constant', [sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integra I[W(t)dt])/Wct!Wc'])
set_param([sys,' I ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Wct!Wc'1, ...
'Value','2*pi*28', ...
'position' ,[50, I07,75,123])
add_line([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Wct'1,[80, 115;90, I 15; I00,80])
add_ Iine( [sys, 'I', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Wct'1, [70,70; I00,70])
add_! ine([sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Wct'1, [ 135,75; 170,75])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Wct'1, [135, 75; 135,35; 165,35])

%

Finished composite block 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Wct'.

set_param([sys,'f, 'cos (Wct+integral [W(t )dt])/Wct'1, ...
'position' ,[41 0,5,440,55])
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add_block('buil t-in/Sum',[s ys,'f ,'cosCVV ct+integral[W(t)dt])/Sum'])
set_param([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral (W(t)dt])/Sum'], ...
'position',[47 5,60,495 ,80])
add_block('built-in/Scope',[sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Scope3'])
set_param([sys,'f ,'cosCVVct+integral [W(t)dt])/Scope3 '], ...
'Vgain','1.000000', .. .

'Hgain','28.000000' .. ..
'Vmax','2.000000', .. .
'Hmax','56.000000', .. .

'Window',[8,220,334,584], ...
'position',[280, 171,300, I99])
add_block('bu ilt-inllntegrator', [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)d t])/Integrator'])
set_param([sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Integrator'],...
'position' ,[280,1 05,300, 125])
add _block('b uil t-in/Constant',[sys,'! ,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/2 *pi'])
set_param( [sys,'/ ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/2 *pi'], ...
'Value','2*pi', ...

'posi ti on', [280 ,60,300, 80])
add_block('bui It-in/Product', [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+ integral [W(t)dt])/Product'])
set_param([sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(l)dt])/Product'], ...
'position',[355, I00,380, I20])
add_block('buil t-in/Scope', [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+in tegral [W(t)dt] )/Scope I '])
set_param([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Scope I'], ...
'Vgain','0.500000', .. .
'Hgain','28.000000', .. .
'Vmax',' I.000000', .. .
'Hmax','56.000000', .. .

'Window',[8,296, 771 ,584] ....
'position',[485, 146,505, I74])
add_li ne( [sys,' f ,' cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt]) '], [500,70;520, 70;5 30,60])
add_I ine([sys,'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) '], [445 ,30 ;460,30;470,65])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])'],(J 30,!65; I75, 165; I75, 125; I95, I 25])
add_line([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])'],[ I 30,80; I85,80; I95, 105])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+i ntegral [W (t)dt])'], [65,80; I00,80])
add_J ine((sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])'],[70,!65; I00, 165])
add_line([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])'],[590,60;6 I0,60])
add_! ine([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])'],(590,60;590,115;6! 0,115])
add_] ine( [sys,'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) '] ,[590 ,60;590 ,20;61 0 ,20])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(W ct+integral [W(t)dt])'),[240, I I 5;250, I 15;250,185;275, 185])
add_line( [sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+i ntegrai[W(t)dt])'],(250, I 15;275 ,115])
add_li ne( [sys, 'I',' cos( Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt])'], [305,70;3 25,70;3 25, 105; 350, 105])
add_line([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral[W (t)dt])') ,[305, I I5;350, I 15])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)c\t ])'),[385, I I0;460, 1I0;470,75])
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add,_line([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])'],[425, II 0;425, 160;480,160])

%

Finished composite block 'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])'.

set_param([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integrai(W(t)dt])'], ...
'position' ,[420, 125,450, 175])
add_bl ock('buil t-in/Scope', [sys,'/' ,'PN'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN'],...
'Vgain','2.000000' ,.. .
'Hgain',' I 0.000000', .. .
'Vmax' ,'4.000000', .. .
'Hmax','20.000000', .. .

'Window',[8,354,790,598], ...
'position', [475,425,495 ,455])
add_block('bu ilt-in/Constant', [sys, 'f, 'PN Row'])
set_param([sys,'f,'PN Row'], ...
'Value','9', ...

'position',[3 I 5,320,335,340])
add_b lock('bui It-in/Scope', [sys, 'I',' Scope3 '])
set_param( [s ys ,'/' ,' Scope3'] ,...
'Vgain','5.000000', .. .

'Hgain','5.000000', .. .
'Vmax',' 10.000000',.. .
'Hmax' ,' 10.000000', .. .

'Window' ,[49,362,371 ,574 ],. ..
'position', [345 ,462,365,48 8])
add_block('built-in/Scope',[sys,'/' ,'Scope I'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Scope I'], ...
'Vgain','20.000000', ...
'Hgain','IO.OOOOOO' ,.. .
'Vmax','20.000000', .. .

'Hmax','20.000000', ...
'Window',[O, I6,781 ,416], ...
'position' ,[345 ,132,365, 158])
add_b Iock (' built-in/Scope', [sys, 'I',' Scope2'])
set_param( [sys, '/' ,' Scope2'], ...
'Vgain','20.000000', ...

'Hgain',' I6.000000', ...
'Vmax','40.000000', .. .
'Hmax.','32.000000', .. .

'Window',[22,229,686,583], ...
'position' ,[250, I 32,270, I58])
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add_block('built-in/Product', [sys, '/','Product I'])
set_param([sys,'/, 'Product!'], ...
'position', [590,285 ,6!5 ,305])
add_block('built-in/To Workspace',[sys,'/','To Workspace'])
set_param([sys,'f,'To Workspace'], .. .
'mat-name' .'bout9' ,.. .
'buffer' ,'2800', ...
'position',[640,!87 ,690,203])
add_bl ock('bu il t-in!CI ock', [sys,'/ ,'Clock'])
set_param([sys,'f,'Clock'], ...
'position' ,[25, 14,45,36])
add_block('built-in/Clock' ,[sys,'/' ,'Clock I'])
set_param([sys,'/','Clock I'], ...
'position',[40, I35,60, I55])
add_b Iock('built-i n/'Product', [sys, 'I' ,'Prod uct2'])
set_param ([sys,'! ,'Product2'] ,...
'position',[95,73, I25,97])
add_bl ock('bu ilt-in/Clock', [sys, '/', 'Ciock2 '])
set_param([sys ,'/' ,'CI ock2 '], ...
'position',[55 ,460,7 5,480])
add_bl ock('bui It-in/'Product', [sys, '/','Product'])
set_param([sys,'/ ,'Producr], ...
'position',[l20,398,150,422])
add_block('built-in/Constant',[sys, '/',['Data Rate', 13,"]])
set_param([sys,'/',['Data Rate',l3,"]], ...
'position' ,[3 0,70,50, 90])
add_block('built-in/Constant',[sys, '/' ,'PN Rate'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Rate'], ...
'Value','?', ...

'position',[40,395,60,415 j)
add_block('bu iIt-in/Constant', [sys, 'I', 'Constant'])
set_param( [sys,'/' ,'Constant'], ...
'position',[280, I0,300,30])

%

Subsystem 'Data Sequence!'.

new_system([sys,'/' ,'Data Sequence I'])
set_param([sys,'/','Data Sequence I'] ,'Location',[316,263,598,417])
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add_block('built-in/lnport' ,[sys,'/' ,'Data Sequence I/yO'])
set_param([sys, '/','Data Sequence 1/yO'],. ..
'Port','2', ...
'position' ,[20,80,40, I00])
add_block('bui It-in/Outport' ,[sys, '!','Data Sequence ]/table out'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Data Sequence 1/table out'], ...
'position' ,[215,55,235,75])
add_b lock('buil t-in/Inport', [sys, 'I', 'Data Sequence 1/xO'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Data Sequence 1/xO'],. ..
'position',[20,25,40,45])
add_block('buil t-i n/S-Fu ncti on', [sys, '/','Data Sequence 1/S -function'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Data Sequence 1/S-function'],. ..

'function name','sftable2', ...
'parameters','xindex, yindex, table\ ...
'position',[ 140,52, 190,78])
add_block('built-in/Mux',[sys,'/','Data Sequencel/Mux'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Data Sequence 1/Mux'],...
,.mpu t s,"2',...
'position' ,[90,46, 120,79])
add_line([sys,'f,'Data Sequence I '],[45,90;65,90;65, 70;85. 70])
add_line([sys,'f ,'Data Sequencel'],[l95,65;21 0,65])
add_line([sys,'f,'Data Sequence I'],[45,35 ;65,35;65,55 ;8.\.5'.! ~
add_line([sys,'/','Data Sequence I'],[ 125 ,65; 135,65))
set_param([sys,'f,'Data Sequence!'], ...
'Mask Display','plot(-10,10, 110, I 10,[90,50, I0],[90,40,30],[90,50, 10],[50,26,20],[90,50, 10],[22, 13, I 0])', ...
'Mask Type','2-D Table Lookup')
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Data Sequence!'], ...

'Mask Dialogue','Two Dimensional Table Lookup\nThe first input
corresponds to X Index and the second input corresponds to theY Index IX IndexiY
IndexiTable')
set_param([sys,'/','Data Sequence!'],. ..
'Mask Translate','xindex=@ I; yindex=@2; table=@3;
sftab2chk(x index,yindex, table);')
set_param([sys,'/','Data Sequence I'], ...

'Mask Help','This block returns a linearly interpolated intersection from
the table using the X index (which corresponds to the rows of the table) and theY
index (which corresponds to the columns of the table). Extrapolation is used.')
set_param([sys,'f,'Data Sequence!'], ...
'MaskEntries','[l 2 34 5678 9]V[O 12 34 5 67 89 10 II 1213 14
15]V[I I I I I I I I I II I I I I 1;11 I 1-1 -1 -1-1 I II 1-1-1-i-1;1 I -1-1 I II -1 I I -1 -I I 1-1 -1;1 1-1 -1 1-1-1 I 1 -1 -1-11 -1 1-1;1 -1-1-1-1 I 11-1-11
I -I I -I 1;-1-1 I -I I -I -I I I 1-1 I 1-1-1 -1;-1 I I -1-1 -I I I I 1-1 1-1 I 1-1;1
I -I -I I -I I -I I -1 I I I -I -I -1;-1-1-1 -I 1-11-1 I -1 I I 1-1 I -I]V)
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%

Finished composite block 'Data Sequence!'.

set_param([sys,'f,'Data Sequence I'], ...
'position', [350,57 ,385,93])
add_block('buil t-in/Scope', [sys,'/', 'BPS K'])
set_param([sys,'f,'BPSK'], ...
'Vgain','l.OOOOOO', ...
'Hgain','lO.OOOOOO', .. .
'Vmax','2.000000', .. .
'Hmax','20.000000', .. .
'Window',[4,0,769,244], ...
'position',[665,68,685,92])
add_block('built-in/Product',[sys,'/','BPSK_mod'])
set_param([sys,'f,'BPSK_mod'], ...
'position',[505,70,530, 90])
add_line(sys,[ 130,85; 165,85])
add_line(sys,[215,85;245,85])
add_line(sys,( 155,41 0; 185,41 OJ)
add_line(sys,[235,41 0;265,41 OJ)
add_line(sys,[325,4 I0;365,4 I OJ)
add_line(sys,[620,295 ;715,295])
add_li ne(sys, [390,7 5;405,75;4 I5,30])
add_line(sys,[535,80;660,80])
add_line(sys,[420,400;545,400;545,300;585,300])
add_line(sys,[430,400;430,320;450,320])
add_line(sys,[340,330;355,330;365,390])
add_line(sys,[245,4 I 0;255,490])
add_! ine(sys, [590,8 0;5 90,40; 620,40])
add_! ine( sys, [57 5,8 0 ;5 85 ,290])
add_line(sys,[ 455, I 50;480, 150;480,85;500,85])
add_! in e( sys, [450 ,400;450 ,440;470 ,440])
add_! ine(sys,[325,41 0;325,475;340,475])
add_line(sys,[305,85;305, I 45;340, I 45])
add_line(sys,[2 I 5,85;215, I 45;245, 145])
add _I ine( sys ,[3 90,7 5 ;500 ,7 5])
add_line(sys,[620,295;620, I 95;635, I 95])
add_line(sys, [65, 145;80, 145;90,90])
add_line(sys,[80,470; I 00,470; !00,415; I I 5,415])
add_line(sys,[55,80;90,80])
add_line(sys,[65,405; I I 5,405])
add_! ine( sys, [305 ,85 ;3 45,85])
add_line(sys,[305,20;330,20;330,65;345,65])

drawnow
% Return any arguments.
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if (nargin I nargout)
% Must use feval here to access system in memory
if (nargin > 3)
if (flag= 0)
eval(['[ret,xO,str,ts,xts]=',sys,'(t,x,u,flag);'])
else
eval(['ret =', sys,'(t,x,u,flag);'])
end
else
[ret,xO,str,ts,xts] = feval(sys);
end
else
drawnow % Flash up the model and execute load callback
end
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Appendix B: SIMULINK Implementation of a COMA
Transmitter Using QPSK
simq13.m
function [ret,xO,str, ts,xts]=simq !3(t,x,u,f!ag);
%SIMQ13
is theM-file description of the SIMULINK system named SIMQ!3.
%
SIMQ!3 has a the following characteristics:
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%

2 continuous states
0 discrete states
0 outputs
0 inputs
does not have direct feedthrough
l sample times
The block-diagram can be displayed by typing: SIMQ13.
SYS=SIMQ I3(T,X,U,FLAG) returns depending on FLAG certain

system values given time point, T, current state vector, X,
and input vector, U.
FLAG is used to indicate the type of output to be returned in SYS.
Setting FLAG= I causes SIMQ13 to return state derivatives, FLAG=2
discrete states, FLAG=3 system outputs and FLAG;;;4 next sample
time. For more infonnation and other options see SFUNC.
Calling SJMQ 13 with a FLAG of zero:
[SIZES]=SIMQ13([],[],[],0), returns a vector, SIZES, which

contains the sizes of the state vector and other parameters.
SIZES(!) number of states
SIZES(2) number of discrete states
SIZES(3) number of outputs
SIZES(4) number of inputs
SIZES(5) number of roots (currently unsupported)
SIZES(6) direct feedthrough flag
SIZES(7) number of sample times

%
%

%
GEAR.

For the definition of other parameters in SIZES, see SFUNC.
See also, TRIM, LINMOD, LINSIM, EULER, RK23, RK45, ADAMS,

%Note: This M~file is only used for saving graphical information;
afte; the model is loaded into memory an internal model
representation is used.

%
%

%the system will take on the name of this mfile:
sys = mfilename;
new_system(sys)
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,[ (0 =(nargin + nargout))
set_param(sys,'Location',[0,40,784,584])
open_system(sys)
end:
set_param(sys,'algorithm', 'RK-45')
set_param(sys,'Start time'. '0.0')
set_param(sys,'Stop time', '12')
set_param(sys,'Min step size', '0.01')
set_param(sys,'Max step size', '0.01')
set_param(sys,'ReJative error',' 1e-6')
set_param(sys,'Return vars', ")

add_block('built-in!Scope' ,[sys,'/' ,'Even QPSK '])
set_param([sys,'/','Even QPSK '], .. .
'Vgain' ,'2.000000', .. .
'Hgain','5.040000', .. .
Vrnax','4.000000', .. .

'Hmax','l0.080000', .. .
'Window',[2,50,791,245], ...
'position', [585,22,605,48])

add_block('built-in/Note',[sys,'/','CDMA TRANSMITTER MODEL USING QPSK
MODULATION'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'CDMA TRANSMmER MODEL USING QPSK
MODULATION'], ...
'position',[I35,505,140,51 0])
add_block('built-in/Look Up Tab1e',[sys,'/',['Even Data',l3,' Mapping']])
set_param([sys,'f,['Even Data',l3,' Mapping']], ...
'Input_Values','[O I 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 ]', .. .
'Output_Va1ues','[O 02 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 12 12 1414 ]', .. .
'position',[280, 142,315,178])
add_ block('bu i It-in/Sum', [sy s, '/',' Surn'])
set_pararn([sys,'/','Surn'], ...
,.mpu ts,"+-',...

'position',[ 575, 185,595,205])
add_b Iock('bui It-in/Scope',[sys ,'/' ,'QPS K'])
set_param([sys, 'f ,'QPSK'] ,...
'Vgain' .' 1.500000', .. .
'Hgain', '2.500000' ,.. .
'Vmax:'~'3.000000' ,...
'Hmax'~'5.000000' ,...

'Window',[0,0,775,242], ...
'position',[690,182,71 0,208])
add_block('built-in!To Workspace',[sys,'/' ,'To Workspace I'])
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set_param([sys,'f ,'To Workspace I'], ...
'rna t-name", qpou t',...
'buffer'.' 100', ...

'position' ,[620, 142,670, 158])
add_block('built-in/Product', [sys, '/', 'Product2'])
set_JJaram([sys,'f ,'Product2'] ,...
'position',[680,335,705 ,355])
add_block('built-in!Scope',[sys,'/','Output'])
seLparam([sys,'f ,'Output'], ...
'Vgain',' 1.000000', ...
'Hgain',' 10.000000', .. .
'Vmax','2.000000', .. .

'Hmax','20.000000', .. .
'Window',[3, I 00,786,480], ...
'position', [740,3 32, 760,35 8])

add_block('built-in/To Workspace',[sys,'/','To Workspace'])
seLparam([sys,'f,'To Workspace']. ...
'mat-name," qou t9' ,...
'buffer' ,'2000' ,...

'position' ,[695,407, 745,423])
add_block('built-in/Scope' ,[sys, '/','odd '])
seLparam([sys,'f ,'odd'], ...
'Vgain','5.040000', .. .
'Hgain','40.000000', .. .
'Vmax',' l 0.080000', .. .

'Hmax','80.000000', ...
'Window' ,[7 ,204, 790,417], ...
'position', [450,402,470,428])
add_block('built-in/Look Up Table',[sys,'/',['Odd Data', 13,'Mapping']])
set_JJaram([sys,'/' ,['Odd Data', 13 ,'Mapping']], ...
'Input_Values','[O I 23 45 67 8 910 II 12 13 1415]',.. .
'Output_Values','[l133557799111113131515]', .. .
'position' ,[285,335,315,375])
add_block('built -in/Product' ,[sys,'/' ,'Product I'])
set_param([sys,? ,'Product I'], ...
'position',[515,300,540,320])
add_ bl ock('buil t-in/Scope', [sys,'/',' Scope'])
set_param( [sys, '/','Scope'], ...
'Vgain','l.OOOOOO', ...
'Hgain','I.OOOOOO', ...
'Vmax','2.000000', .. .

'Hmax','2.000000', .. .
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'Window',[ll2,160,443,474], ...
'position', [600,296,620,3 24])

%

Subsystem 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])'.

new_system( [sys, 'f, 'cos(Wct+integral[W (t)dt])'])
set_param([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])'],'Location',[80,202,560,377])
open_system([sys,'I', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])'])
add_block('built-in/Sum',[sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Sum'])
seLparam([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])/Sum'],. ..
'position',[375,65,395,85])

%

Subsystem 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/'Wct'.

new_system([sys,'f,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/'Wct'])
seLparam([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/'Wct'] ,'Location', [346, 157,531 ,277])
open_system([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/'Wct'])
add_bl ock('buil t-in/Product', [sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/'Wct/Product2 '])
seLparam([sys,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/'Wct/Product2'], ...
'position',[ I05,65, 130,85])

r,'

add _bl ock('bu il t-in/Clock',[sys ,'I','cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])I'Wct/Cl ock '])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'co s(Wct+integral [W(t)d t])/'Wct/Clock'],. ..
'position', [45,60, 65,80])
add_b lock('buil t-in/Scope', [sy s, 'I' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])I'Wct/Scope5'])
seLparam([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/'Wct/ScopeS'],...
'Vgain','IO.OOOOOO', .. .
'Hgain' ,' 1.000000' ,.. .
'Vmax','20.000000', .. .
'Hmax','2.000000', .. .

'Window',[ I00,1 00,422,480], ...
'position',[ 170,22, 190,48])
add_bl ock('bu iIt-in/Outport', [sys, 'I', 'cos(Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt] )/'Wct/ou t_1 '])
set_param( [sys, 'I', 'cos( Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/'Wct/ou t_1 '] ,...
'position' ,[175,65, 195,85])
add _b lock('bu il t-in/Constant',[ sys ,'/' ,' cos(Wct+integral [W (t)d t])I'Wct/W c'])
set_param([sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/'Wct/Wc'], ...
'Value','2*pi* 14',...

'position' ,[50, I07, 70, 123])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dtJ)/'Wct'],[75, 115;90, 115; I 00,80])
add_line([sys,'r,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/'Wct'], [70,70; I 00,70])
add. _line([sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/'Wct'] ,[ 135,75; 170,75])
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add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])/Wct'],[ 135,75; 135,35; 165,35])

%

Finished composite block 'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])/Wct'.

set_param([sys, 'I' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Wct'] ,...
'position' ,[31 0, I 0,340,60])
add_bl ock('built-in/MATLAB Fen', [sys, 'I', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Cos'])
set...,param([sys ,'f ,'cos(Wct+in te gral[W(t)dt])/Cos'], ...
'MATLAB Fcn','cos', ...

'position', [435 ,50,485 ,80])
add_block('built-i n!Integrator', [sys, 'I' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])!Integrator'])
set_param([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+in tegral [W(t)dt])/Integrator'], ...
'Initial',' -9999999' ,...
'position' ,[270, 105,290, 125])
add_bl ock('boilt-in/Scope', [sys, 'I', 'cos(Wcl+integral [W(t)dt])/Scope '])
set_param([sys, '/','cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Scope'],...
'Vgain',' 1.030000', .. .
'I-Igain','28.000000' ,.. .
'V max' ,'2.060000' ,...
'Hmax','56.000000', ...

'Window',[ 100, 100,773,480], ...
'positi on', [270,62,290,8 8])
add_b!ock ('built-in/Som', [sys,'r,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/W(t) '])
set_param( [sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/W (t) '] ,...
'position' ,[200,97,235, 133])
add_bl ock('bo iIt-in/Gain', [sys, 'I', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/2//9*al pha'])
set_param([sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/2//9 *a! pha'], ...
'Gain','2/9*3.72', ...

'position',[ I05,70, I25,90])
add_b!ock('bu iIt-in/Gain', [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+in tegral [W(t)d t] )/2/19* api ha*beta'])
set_param( [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W (I )d I])/2//9 *a pi ha *beta'], ...
'Gain', '2/9*3. 72*0.2', ...
'position',[105, I55, I25, I75])

%

Subsystem 'cos(Wcl+integral[W(t)dt])/Tr(t//14Tc)'.

new_system([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+in tegral [W(t)dt])/Tr(t// I4Tc)'])
set_parum( [sys, 'f, 'cos (Wcl+ in tegrai[W(t)dt])/Tr( tlI I4Tc)'],'Location', [4, I23 ,289,363])
add_block('buil t-in/Gain', [sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr(til 14Tc)/Gain 1'])
sei_param( [sys, '/','cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr( t//14Tc)/Gain 1'], ...
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'G am,p
. " i/14' ,...
'position', [ 1OO,SS, 120,7S])
add_block('built-in/Clock', [sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r(t//14Tc)/Clock'])
set_param([sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r(t//14Tc)/Clock'],, ..
'position', [60,SS, 80,7S])
add_block('built-in/Sum', [sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r(t//14Tc)fl'r(t)'])
set_param([sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r(ti/14Tc )ffr(t)'], ...
,.mpu ts"+
, -,' ...
'position',[230, 1S0,2SO, 170])
add_block('builtin/Constant', [sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r(tl/14Tc)/Constant'])
set_param( [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r( tJ/14Tc)/Constant'], ...
'position',[l8S, 17S,20S, 19S])
add_block('bu i1 t-in/Gain', [sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t//14Tc)/Gain'])
set_param([sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r(t//14Tc)/Gain'], ...
'Gain','2', ...

'position',[ 185, 130,20S, ISO])
add_bl ock('bu iIt-in/Abs', [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r(t//14Tc)/Abs '])
set_param( [sys ,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r(t//14Tc)/Abs '] ,...
'position',[ 140,130, 16S, ISO])
add_block('built-in/MATLAB
Fen', [sys, '/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r( t//14Tc )IS awtooth '])
set_param([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])fl'r(ti/14Tc)/Sawtooth'], ...
'MATLAB Fcn','sawtooth', ...
'position',[6S, 12S, liS, ISS])
add_bl ock('bui It-in/Scope', [sys, '/','cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r( t//14Tc)/Scope'])
set_param( [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])ffr( tJ114Tc)/Scope'], ...
'Vgain','1.000000', .. .
'Hgain','2.000000', .. .

'Vmax','2.000000', .. .
'Hmax' ,'2.000000' ,.. .
'Window',[ 100, I00,422,480], ...
'position',[29S,82,315,108])
add_block('buil t-in/Ou tpo rt', [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+in tegral [W(t)dt])fl'r( ti/14Tc)/out_! '])
set_param([sys, '/','cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fl'r( t//14Tc)lout_! '] ,...
'position' ,[270, IS0,290, 170])
add_line([sys,'f,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])ffr(ti/14Tc)'],[210,18S;215,18S;225,165])
add_line( [sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])ffr( t//14Tc)'] ,[21 0, 140;215, 140;225, 15 5])
add_line( [sys, 'I',' cos(Wcl+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t//14Tc) '] ,[ 125,65; 145,65; 145, 100;45, 1
00;45, 140;60, 140])
add_line( [sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])ffr(t//14Tc) '], [85 ,65 ;95, 65])
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add_line((sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])fir(U/14Tc)'],[ 170, 140; 180, 140])
add_line([sys,'f ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])fir(ti/14Tc)'],[120, 140; 135, 140])
add_line( [sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(t/114Tc )'], [25 5, 160;265, 160])
add_line([sys,'f, 'cos (Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(til 14Tc)'], [255, 160;255,95 ;290,95])

%

Finished composite block 'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])fir(ti/14Tc)'.

set_param([sys, '/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(t/114Tc)'], ...
'position' ,[35, 140,65, 190])

%

Subsystem 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc)'.

new_system( [sys, 'I',' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(tl/7Tc) '])
set_param([sys,'f ,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir( t1/7Tc) '],'Location', [4, 123,289,363])
add_bl ock('buil t-in/Gain', [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt])fir(ti/7Tc)/Gain I '])
set_param( [sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir( ti/7Tc )/Gain I '], ...
'Gain','pin', ...
'position',[ I00,55, 120,75])
add_bl ock('buil t-in/CI ock', [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir( ti/7Tc )/Clock'])
set_param( [sys, '/','co s(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir( t!/7Tc)/Clock'], ...
'position',[60,55,80,75])
add _block('bu il t-in/Sum',[sys,'/' ,' cos(W ct+integral [W (t)dt])fir(tl/7Tc )fir( t)'])
set_param([sys, 'f,' cos(Wct+i ntegral [W (t)dt])fir( t!/7Tc )fir( t) '], ...
,.mpu t s,"+-' ,...
'position' ,[230, 150,250, 170])
add_b Iock('bu il t-in/Constant', [sys, '/' ,' cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])fir( ti/7Tc)/Constant'])
set_param( [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+inte gral [W(t)dt] )fir( t!/7Tc)/Constant'], ...
'position', [185, 175,205, 195])
add_b lock('buil t-in/Gain', [sys ,'r,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )fir(t1/7Tc)/Gain'])
set_param([sys, '/' ,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(ti/7Tc )/Gain'], ...
'Gain'.'2', ...

'position',[ 185,130,205, 150])
add_block('built-in/Abs' ,[sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])/Ir(ti/7Tc )IAbs'])
set_param( [sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])fir( ti/7Tc)/Abs'], ...
'position',[ 140,130,165, 150])
add_block('built-in!MATLAB
Fen', [sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir( ti/7Tc)IS awtooth '])
set_param( [sys,' /' ,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(ti/7Tc)/Sawtooth'], ...
'MATLAB Fcn','sawtooth', ...
'position',[65, 125, 115,155])
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add_block('built-in/Scope',[sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Tr(t//7Tc)/Scope'])
set_param( [sys,'/ ,'cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt] )/Tr(t117Tc)/Scope'], ...
'Vgam,
. "! .000000',.. .
'Hgain','2.000000', .. .
'Vmax','2.000000', .. .
'Hmax','4.000000', .. .
'Window',[l63,221 ,499,601], ...
'position' ,[295,82,315, 108])
add_bl ock('bui 1t-in/Outport', [sys, '/, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])lfr(t117Tc)/out_! '])
set_param([sys, '/', 'c os(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/Tr(t//7Tc)/au t_l '] ,...
'position' ,[270, !50 ,290,170])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc)'],[21 0, 185;215, !85;225, 165])
add_line([sys,'/ ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc)'],[21 0, 140;215, !40;225, !55])
add_line([sys,'/ ,'cos(W ct+integral[W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc )'],[ 125,65; 145,65; 145,1 00;45, I0
0;45, 140;60, 140])
add_line([sys,'!, 'cos(Wct+in tegral [W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc)'] ,[85, 65 ;95 ,65])
add_line([sys,'/ ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc)'],[170, 140; 180, 140])
add_line([sys,'/ ,'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc)'],[ 120, 140; 135, !40])
add_line([sys, '/', 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc)'] ,[255, 160;265, 160])
add_line([sys,'/','cos(Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt])fir(t//7Tc)'], [25 5, 160;255,95 ;290, 95])

%

Finished composite block 'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])/Tr(t//7Tc)'.

set_param([sys,'f, 'cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )/Tr(tl17Tc)'] ,...
'position' ,[30,55,60, 105])
add_bl ock ('built-in/0 utport', [sys ,' /' ,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])/out_! '])
set_param([sys,'/', 'cos(Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt] )/out_l '] ,...
'position' ,[515,55,535,75])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])'], [295, 115;345, 115;345,80;370,80])
add_line( [sys,'/ ,'cos(W ct+integral [W(t)dt] )'] ,[400,7 5 ;420,7 5;430 ,65])
add_l ine([sys, '/','cos (Wct+integral [W(t)dt] )'], [345,35 ;3 60,35 ;3 70,70])
add_line([sys,'/','cos(Wct+integral[W (t)dt])'] ,[240, 115;265, 115])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])'],[240, I 15;240,75;265,75])
add_line([sys,'/ ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])'],[ 130, 165; 175, 165; 175, 125; 195, 125])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'cos(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])'],[ 130,80; 185,80; 195, 105])
add_l ine([sys,'/',' cos(Wct+integral [W (t)dt]) '], [65 ,80; I00,80])
add_line([sys,'/','cos(W ct+integral [W(t)dt])'],[70, 165; 100, 165])
add_l ine( [sys,'!,' cos(Wct+integral [W(t)d t]) '], [490,65 ;51 0, 65])

%

Finished composite block 'cos(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt])'.

set_param([sys,'r,' cos(W ct+integral[W(t)dt])'] ,...
'position',[435,60,465, 110])
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add_b!ock('built-in/Scope', [sys, 'I', 'Even Data'])
set_param([sys,'f,'Even Data'], ...
'Vgain','lO.OOOOOO', .. .
'Hgain','IO.OOOOOO', .. .
'Vmax','20.000000', ...
'Hmax','20.000000', ...

'Window',[48,47,370,3 I 2], ...
'position' ,[350,207 ,370,233])
add_b!ock('buil t-in/Scope', [sys, 'I', 'Odd Data'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Odd Data'], ...
'Vgain',' 10.000000' ,.. .
'Hgain' ,' 10.000000' ,.. .
'Vmax','20.000000', .. .
'Hmax','20.000000', .. .
'Window',[49,314,37 I ,545], ...
'position' ,[335 ;397 ,355 ,423])

%

Subsystem 'PN Sequence'.

new_system([sys,'/','PN Sequence'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence'],'Lor.ation' ,[ 12, I90, 749,577])

%

Subsystem 'PN Sequence/PN Sequence'.

new_system([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence/PN Sequence'],'Location' ,[3 I 6,263,598,4 I7])
add_bl ock ('built-in/lnport', [sys, 'f, 'PN Seq uence/PN Sequence/yO'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence/yO'], ...
'Port','2', ...
'position' ,[20,80,40, I00])
add_block('built-in/Outport',[sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence/table out'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence/table out'], ...
'position' ,[215 ,55,235 ,75])
add_block('built-inllnport' ,[sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence/PN Sequence/xO'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence/xO'], ...
'position' ,[20,25,40,45])
add_block('built-in/S-Function',[sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence/S-function'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence/S-function'], ...
'function name', 'sftable2' ,...
'parameters','xindex, yindex, table', ...
'position',[ 140,52, I90,78])
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add_block('built-in/Mux',[sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence/Mux'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence/Mux'],. ..
,.mpu t s,"2' ,...
'position' ,[90,46, 120,79])
add_line([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'],[45,90;65,90;65,70;85,70])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence/PN Sequence'],[l95,65;210,65])
add_line([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'],[45,35;65,35;65,55;85,55])
add_line([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'],[ 125,65; 135,65])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Display','plot(-10,10, II 0, II 0,[90,50, I 0],[90,40,30],[90,50, I0],[50,26,20],[90,50, I0],[22, 13, I 0])', ...
'Mask Type','2-D Table Lookup')
set_param([sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence/PN Sequence'],. ..
'Mask Dialogue','Two Dimensional Table Lookup\nThe first input
corresponds to X Index and the second input corresponds to theY lndexlX IndexlY
IndexlTable')
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Translate','xindex=@ I; yindex=@2; table=@3;
sftab2chk(xindex,yindex,table);')
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Help','This block returns a linearly interpolated intersection from
the table using the X index (which corresponds to the rows of the table) and theY
index (which corresponds to the columns of the table). Extrapolation is used.')
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'], ...
'Mask Entries','[ I 2 345 67 8 9]V[O 12 3 45 6]V[l -I I I I -1-1; I I
-I I -I -I I; -I I I -I I -I I;-1 I -I I -I -I -I; I I -I -I I I -I; I -I -I -I -I -I I ;-1 -I I
-I -I I -I; I I I I -I I I ;-1 -I -I I I I I ]V')

%

Finished composite block 'PN Sequence/PN Sequence'.

set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Sequence'], ...
'position',[470,74,515, 116])
add_block('built-in/Scope',[sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence/Scope I '])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/Scope I'], ...
'Vgain','5.000000', .. .
'Hgain','5.000000', .. .
'Vmax',' 10.000000', .. .
'Hmax',' I0.000000', .. .
'Wmdow',[39 ,356,361 ,568], ...
'position',[430, 152,450, 178])
add_block('built-in/Outport' ,[ sys,'/', 'PN Sequence/out_!'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence/out_ I'],. ..
'position',[555,45,575,65])
add_block('built-in/Scope' ,[sys,'/','PN Sequence/PNI '])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN I'], ...
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'Vgain' ,'5.000000', .. .
'Hgain','2.500000', .. .

'Vmax','10.000000' ,...
'Hmax','5.000000', ...
'Window',[0,319,784,550], ...
'position',[570,82,590, I08])
add_block('built-inlfo Workspace',[sys,'/','PN Sequence/fa Workspace2'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequencelfo Workspace2'], ...
'rna
t-name"
t 9 ',...
, pnou
'buffer','2000', ...

'position',[545,157 ,595, 173])
add_block('built-in!MATLAB Fcn',[sys,'/','PN Sequence/MATLAB Fen!'])
seLparam([sys,'/','PN Sequence/MATLAB Fen I'], ...
'MATLAB Fcn','fix\ ...
'position' ,[360,90,41 0, 120])
add_block('built-in/Scope',[sys,'I','PN Sequence!Scope3'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/Scope3'], ...
'Vgain','S.OOOOOO', .. .
'Hgain','5.000000', .. .
'Vmax','!O.OOOOOO', .. .
'Hmax',' !O.OOCOOO', .. .
'Window',[ 19,56,341 ,278], ...
'position',[355,142,375, !68])
add_block('built-in/Constant' ,[sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence/PN Row'])
set_param([sys,'I','PN Sequence!PN Row'], ...
'position' ,[395,50,415, 70])
add_block('built-in/Fcn' ,[sys,'l' ,'PN Sequence/Fcn3'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence/Fcn3'], ...
'Expr','rem(u,7)', ...

'position',[205,95,245, 115])
add_bl ock('bu il t-in/CI ock', [sy s,'/' ,'PN Sequence/Cl ock2'])
seLparam([sys,'/','PN Sequence/Clock2'], ...
'position',[70, 155,90, 175])
add_bl ock( 'built-in/Product', [sys, '/', 'PN Sequence/Product'])
sct_param([ sys,'l' ,' PN Sequence!Product'],. ..
'position',[l35,93, 165,117])
add_block('built-in/Constant'.[sys,'/','PN Sequence/PN Rate'])
set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence!PN Rate'], ...
'Value','?/2', ...

'position',[70,87,90,113])
add_line([sys ,'/' ,'PN Sequence'] ,[520,95 ;565 ,95])
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add_line([sys,'f,'PN Sequence'],[420,60;455,60;465,85])
add_line([sys,'f ,'PN Sequence'],[520,95;520,165 ;540, 165])
add_Iine([sys,'/','PN Sequence'],[415, I05;425, 165])
add_Iine([sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence'],[415,1 05;465, I05])
add_line([sys,'!,'PN Sequence'],[520,95;540,95;550,55])
add_line([sys,'/','PN Sequence'],[ 170, I05;200, I05])
add_Iine([sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence'],[95, 165; 115, 165; 115, II 0; 130, 110])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'PN Sequence'],[95, I00; 130, I 00])
add_line([sys,'/','PN Sequence'],[250, I05;355, I05])
add_Iine([sys,'f ,'PN Sequence'], [31 0, I05;31 0, 155;350, 155])

%

Finished composite block 'PN Sequence'.

set_param([sys,'/','PN Sequence'], ...
'position',[425,450,455,5 00])

%

Subsystem ['Odd Data ',13,'Sequence'].

new_system([sys,'/' ,['Odd Data', 13,'Sequence']])
set_pa:·am([sys,'/',['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence'J],'Location',[316,263,598,417])
add_block('built-in/lnport',[sys,'/',['Odd Data', I3,'Sequence/y0']])
set_param([sys,'f,['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence/y0']], ...
'Port','2', ...

'posi tion',[20,80,40, I 00])
add_block('built-in/Outport',[sys,'/',['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence/table out']])
set_param([sys,'/,['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence/table out']], ...
'position',[215,55,235, 75])
add_block('built-inflnport',[sys,'/' ,['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence/x0']])
set_param([sys,'/' ,['Odd Data', 13,'Sequence/x0']], ...
'position',[20,25,40,45])
add_block('built-in/S-Function',[sys,'/',['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence/S-function']J)
set_param([sys,'/' ,['Odd Data ', 13 ,'Sequence/S-function']] ,...
'function name','sftable2', ...
'parameters','xindex, yindex, table', ...
'position',[ 140,52, 190,78])
add_block('built-in/Mux' ,[sys,'/',['Odd Data ', 13, 'Sequence/Mux'Jl)
set_pararn([sys,'f,['Odd Data', 13,'Sequence/Mux']],...
,.mpu t s,"2' ,...
'position' ,[90,46, 120, 79])
add_line([sys, 'f ,['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence']],[45,90;65,90;65,70;85,70])
add_line([sys,'/',['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence']],[l95,65;2!0,65])
add_!ine([sys,'/ ,['Odd Data ', 13,'Sequence']],[45,35;65,35;65,55;85,55])
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add_line([sys,'/',['Odd Data ', I3,'Sequence']],( I25,65; I35,65])
set_param([sys,'/',['Odd Data', 13,'Sequence']], ...
'Mask Display','plot(-10,I 0, II 0, II 0,[90,50, I0],(90,40,30],[90,50,I 0] ,[50,26,20],[90,50,I 0],[22,I3 ,I OJ)', ...
'Mask Type','2-D Table Lookup')
set_param((sys,'f ,('Odd Data ',I3,'Sequence'J], ...
'Mask Dialogue','Two Dimensional Table Lookup\nThe first input
corresponds to X Index and the second input corresponds to the Y IndexiX IndexiY
IndexiTable')
set_param([sys,'/',('Odd Data ',I3,'Sequence'J], ...
'Mask Translate','xindex=@ I; yindex=@2; table=@3;
sftab2chk(xindex,yindex,table);')
set_param([sys,'!,('Odd Data ',I3,'Sequence'J], ...
'Mask Help','This block returns a linearly interpolated intersection from
the table using the X index (which corresponds to the rows of the table) and theY
index (which corresponds to the columns of the table). Extrapolation is used.')
set_param([sys,'f ,['Odd Data ',!3,'Sequence'J], ...
'Mask Entries','[l2 3 4 56 7 8 9]V(I 3 57 9 II I3 I5]V[-I -I -I -I -II -I -I;I I -1 -1 I I -I -I;I-1 I-I I -I I -I; I -I -I I -I -I -I-1;-I-1 I I -I I I I;-1 -I
-I I II -I -I;I-I-I I I II -I;I-I-1-I-1 I -I-I;-I-I-I-I-I I-I-I]V')

%

Finished composite block ['Odd Data ',I3,'Sequence'].

set_param([sys,'t,('Odd Data', I3,'Sequence']], ...
'position', [3 80,338,4I 0,3 62])

%

Subsystem 'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) '.

new _system([sys,'f ,'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) '])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) '],'Location',(80,202 ,617 ,4I5])
add_block('buil t-in/Sum' ,[sys,'f,'sin(W ct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Sum'])
set_param([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Sum'], ...
'position',[375,65,395,85])

%

Subsystem 'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Wet'.

new _system((sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Wet'])
set_param( [sys, 'I', 'sin (Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) IWct'] ,'Location' ,[345 , 138 ,5 84 ,346]J
add_block('built-in/Product',[sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Wct!Product2'])
set_param([sys, '/', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) IW ct!P rod uct2' ], ...
'position',( I05,65, I30,85])
add_block('built-in!CI ock', [sys,'f ,' sin(Wct+integral ('W(t)dt]) IWct!Ciock'])
set_pararn([sys, 'f, 'sin(Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt]) /Wct!CI ock '] ,...
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'position',[45,60,65 ,80])
add_block('built-in/Scope',[sys,'f,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Wct!Scope5'])
set_param( [sys,'/', 'sin('Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) IWct/Scope5'],,.,
'Vgain','l 0.000000' ,...
'Hgain','l.OOOOOO', ...
'Vmax','20.000000', .. .
'Hrnax','2.000000', .. .
'Window',[ I00,1 00,422,480], ...
'position',[ I70,22, 190,48])
add_block('buil t- in!Outport', [sys, 'I' ,'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) IWctfout_l '])
set_param([sys,'f ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /Wet/out_ I'], ...
'position',[ 175,65, 195,85])
add_ block('buil t-in/Constant', [sys, 'f, 'sin('Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) IWct!Wc'])
set_param([sys,'f,'sin('Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /Wet/We'], ...
'Va1ue'.'2*pi* 14',...
'position' ,[50, I 00,75, 130])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Wct'],[80, 115;90, 115; I 00,80])
add_line([sys, 'I', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) IWct'] ,[70,70; I 00,70])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Wet'],[ 135,75; 170,75])
add_line([sys,'/','sin('Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Wet'],[ 135, 75; 135,35; 165,35])

%

Finished composite block 'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /Wet'.

set_param( [sys,' f ,' sin('Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) IWct'], ...
'position' ,[31 0, I 0,340,60])
add_block('built-in/MATLAB Fcn',[sys,'f,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /Sin'])
set_param( [sys,'f, 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /Sin'], ...
'position', [4 35 ,50,48 5,80])
add_block('bu iIt-i nlln tegrator' ,[sys ,'/' ,'si n(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) llnte grator'])
set_param( [sys, 'I',' sin(Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt]) /Integrator'], ...
'Initial' ,'-9999999' ,...
'position',[270, I05,290, 125])
add_block('bui It-in/Scope',[sys,'/', 'si n(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /Scope'])
set_param([sys,'f ,' sin(Wct+integral [W(t)d t]) /Scope'], ...
'Vgain', 'I .030000', ...
'Hgain' ,'28.000000',. ..
'Vmax','2.060000', .. .

'Hmax','56.000000', .. .
'Window',[ 100,100, 773,480], ...
'position',[270,62,290,88])
add_block('bui It-in!Su m',[sys, 'f, 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /W( t)'])
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set_param([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /W(t)'], ...
'position', [200, 97,235, 13 3])
add_bl ock('built-in/Gain',[sys, '/' ,'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /2//9*alpha'])
set_param([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /2//9*alpha'], ...
'Gain','2/9*3.72', ...
'position',[! 05,70, 125,90])
add_block('built-in/Gain',[sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /2//9*aplha*beta'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'si n(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /2//9 *apl ha*beta'], ...
'Gain','Z/9*3.72*0.2', ...
'position',[! 05, !55, 125, I75])

%

Subsystem 'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) fir(ti/14Tc)'.

new_system( [sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral [W(t)d t]) fir( til I4Tc)'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) fir(ti/14Tc )'],'Location',[4, 123,289,363])
add_block('built-in/Gain' ,[sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) fir(ti/14Tc )/Gain I'])
set_param([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) fir(ti/14Tc )/Gain!'], ...
'Gam,pt
. 'I '/14' , ...
'position',[I00,55, 120,75])
add_bl ock('buil t-in/Clock', [sys,' /' ,'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) fir( til J4Tc)/Clock'])
set_param( [sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) fir( ti/14Tc)/Clock'] ....
'position •. [60,5 5,80,75])
add_b Iock('buil t-in/Sum •, [sys, 'I' ,'si n(Wct+integral [W(t)d t]) fir( ti/14Tc)fir(t) '])
set_param([sy s,'/' ,' sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) fir( ti/14Tc )fir( t)'], ...
•.mpu t s,+-,
. . . ...
'position',[230,150,250, 170])
add_ block(' bu iIt-in/Constant', [sys, •/', •sin(Wct+integral [W (t)dt])
fir(ti!l4Tc )/Constant'])
set_param([sys. 'I', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) fir( tiI 14Tc)/Constant'] •...
'position',[ 185, 175,205,195])
add_bl ock('bu il t-in/Gain',[sys, •/' ,'si n(Wct+integral [W (t)d t]) fir( tiI !4Tc)/Gain'])
set_param( [sys,'/' ,'si n(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) fir( ti/14Tc )/Gain'], ...
'Gain','2', ...

'position',[ 185, 130,205,150])
add_bl ock('bui It-in/Abs •, [sys. 'I', 'si n(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) fir( ti/14Tc)/Abs'])
set_param( [sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+ integral [W(t)dt]) fir( ti/14Tc)/Abs'], ...
'position',[l40,130, 165,150])
add_block('built-in/MATLAB Fcn',[sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt])
fir(ti/14Tc)/Sawtooth'])
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set_param ([sys,'t ,'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) ITr(tJ/14Tc)/Sawtooth'], ...
'MA1LAB Fcn','sawtooth', ...
'position' ,[65,125,115,155])
add_bl ock('bu ilt-in/Scope', [sys,'f, 'si n(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /Tr(tl/ 14Tc)/Scope'])
seLparam([sys,'t ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) 1Tr(t//14Tc)/Scope'], ...
'Vgain'/1.000000\ .. .
Hgain'/2.000000' ,.. .
'Vrnax','2.000000', .. .
'Hmax','2.000000', .. .
'Window',[IOO,IOQ,422,480],. ..
'position',[295,82,315, I 08])
add_block('bui It-i n/Outport', [sys,'/',' sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) ITr(tJ/14Tc)/out_! '])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /Tr(ti/14Tc )lout_ I'], ...
'position' ,[270,150,290,170])
add,_line((sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral(W(t)dt]) /Tr(t//14Tc)'],[21 0,185;215,185;225,165])
add_line([sys,'t,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /Tr(t//14Tc)'],[21 0,140;215,140;225,155])
add,_line((sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral(W(t)d(])
/Tr(t/114Tc)'],[ 125,65; 145,65; 145,1 00;45,1 00;45,140;60,140])
add_Iine( [sys, 'I', 'si n(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /Tr( tJ114Tc)'], [85 ,65 ;9 5,65])
add_line([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /Tr(t//14Tc )'],[ 170,140;180,140])
add_line([ sys,'t ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) ITr(t/114Tc)'],[ 120,140; 135,140])
add_line([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /Tr(tiii4Tc)'],[255,160;265,160])
add_Iine([sys,' t ,' sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) ITr(t//14T c)'], [255, 160;255,9 5;290,95])

%

Finished composite block 'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) /Tr(ti/14Tc)'.

seLparam( [sys,'/', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /Tr( t//14Tc) '], ...
'position',[35,140,65,190])

%

Subsystem 'sin(Wct+integral(W(t)dt]) /Tr(t//7Tc)'.

new _system([sys,'f, 'sin(Wct+in teg'"l [W(t)dt]) ITr( tJ17Tc)'])
seLparam( [sys,' f ,' sin(Wct+i ntegral [W(t)dt]) /Tr( tJ17Tc)'], 'Location',[4,123,289,363])
add_block('built-in/Gail>' ,[sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) 1Tr(ti/7Tc)/Gain I'])
seLparam([sys, '/','sin( Wct+integral (W(t)dt]) /Tr(t//7Tc)/Gain I'], ...
'G am,p1
. I' '/7' ,...
'position',[ 100,55,120,75])
add_block('built-in/Clock' ,[sys,'/' ,'sin('/{ ct+integral [W(t)dt]) ITr(t//7Tc)/Clock'])
set_param([sys, 'I', 'sin(Wct+in tegral[W (t)dt]) /Tr(tJ17Tc)/Clock'], ...
'position',[60,55,80,75])
add...bl ock('buil t-in/Sum',[sys, 'I', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /Tr(tJ/7Tc )ITr(t)'])
set_param([sys, 'I',' sin (W ct+integral [W(t)dt]) /Tr(tJ/7Tc)ITr(t)'], ...
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,.mputs"+
, -,' ...
'position' ,[230, 150,250, 170])

add_block('built-in/Constant',[sys, '/', 'sin(Wct+inte gral [W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t/nrc)/Constant'])
set_pamm([sys, 'I', 'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) fl'r( t/nrc)/Constant'], ...
'position',[185, 175,205,195])
add_block('bui1t-in/Gain' ,[sys,'f ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t//7Tc)/Gain'])
set_param([sys, 'I', 'sin(Wct+in te gral [W(t)dt]) fl'r(t/nrc)/Gain'], ...
'Gain','2'•...

'position',[ 185, 130,205, 150])
add_block(' built-inlAbs', (sys, 'I', 'sin (Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) fl'r( t//7Tc)/Abs '])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) fl'r(t//7Tc)/Abs'], ...
'position',[ 140,130,165 ,150])
add_ block('built-in/MATLAB Fen', [sys, '/', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])
fl'r( t//7Tc)/Sawtooth'])
set_param( (sys,'f ,' sin(Wct+integral (W(t)dt]) fl'r(t//7Tc)/Sawtooth'], ...
'MATLAB Fcn','sawtooth', ...
'position' ,[65,125,115,155])
add_block('buil t-in/Scope', [sys, 'I', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) I'Ir( tlnrc)/Scope'])
set_param( [sys,'I', 'si n(Wct+integral [W (t)dt]) fl'r(ti17Tc)/Scope'], ...
'Vgain',' 1.000000', ...
'Hgain','2.000000', ...

'Vmax','2.000000', .. .
'Hmax','4.000000', .. .

'Window',[ 163,221.499,601 ], ...
'position',[295,82,315, 108])
add_block('built-in/Outport' ,[sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t//7Tc)/out_ I'])
set_param([sys,'/', 'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) fl'r(t//7Tc )lout_]'], ...
'position',[270,150,290,170])
add_line([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t//7Tc)'].[21 0, 185;215, 185;225, 165])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) l'lr(t//7Tc)'].[21 0, 140;215, 140;225,155])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt])
I'Ir(t!nTc)'] ,[ 125,65; 145,65; 145, I 00;45,1 00;45,140;60,140])
add_line([sys, 'I', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t//7Tc)'], [85 ,65 ;95,65])
add_line([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /'lr(t//7Tc )'] ,[170, 140; 180,140])
add_line([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t//7Tc)'],[l20,140; 135, 140])
add_line([sys,'i','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t//7Tc)'].[255, 160;265, 160])
add _I i ne([sys,'/' ,'sin (Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /'lr( t//7Tc)'], [255, 160;255,95 ;290,95])

%

Finished composite block 'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t!nTc)'.

set_param([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) I'Ir(t/nTc)'], ...
'position' ,[30,55,60, I 05])
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add_block('bui It-in!Outport' ,[sys,'/' ,' sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) /out_! '])
set__param([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) /out_!'], ...
'position',[515,55,535,75])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai(W(t)dt]) '],[29 5,115;345,115;345,80;370,80])
add_line([sys,'/', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t )dt]) '], [400,7 5;420,75;430,65])
adclJine([sys, '/', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t )dt]) '], [345 ,35 ;360,35 ;370,70])
add_line([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) '],[240,115;265,115])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral[W(t)dt]) '],[240,115;240, 75;265, 75]).
add_line([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) '],[ 130,165; 175,165; 175,125; 195,125])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) '],[ 130,80;185 ,80; 195,1 05])
add_line([sys, 'I', 'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) '], [65 ,80; I00,80])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) '],[70,!65; I00,!65])
add_line([sys,'/' ,'sin(Wct+integral [W(t)dt]) '],[490,65;51 0,65])

%

Finished composite block 'sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) '.

set__param([sys,'/','sin(Wct+integrai[W(t)dt]) '], ...
'position',[41 0,245 ,440,295])

%

Subsystem 'Even Data Sequence'.

new _system([sys,'/' ,'Even Data Sequence'])
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence'],'Location',[316,263,598,417])
add_block('built-inllnport' ,[s ys,'/' ,'Even Data Sequence/yO'])
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence/yO'], ...
'Port','2', ...
'position' ,[20,80,40,1 00])
add_block('built-in/Outport',[sys,'/','Even Data Sequence/table out'])
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence/table out']. ...
'position',[215,55,235, 75])
add_block('built-in/Inport',(sys,'/' ,'Even Data Sequence/xO'])
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence/xO'], ...
'position' ,[20,25,40,45])
add_block('built-in/S-Function',(sys,'/','Even Data Sequence/S-function'])
set_param([sys,'f ,'Even Data Sequence/S-function'j,. ..
'function name','sftable2', ...
'parameters','xindex, yindex, table', ...
'position',[ !40,52, 190,78])
add_block('built-in/Mux',(sys,'/','Even Data Sequence/Mux'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'Even Data Sequence/Mux'], ...
'inputs','2', ...
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'position',[90,46, 120,79])
add_line([sys,'f ,'Even Data Sequence'],[45,90;65,90;65,70;85,70])
add_line([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence'],[l95,65;21 0,65])
add_line([sys,'f,'Even Data Sequence'],[45,35;65,35;65,55;85,55])
add_line([sys,'f ,'Even Data Sequence'],[125,65; 135,65])
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence'],. ..
'Mask Disp1ay','p1ot(-l0,10, 110,11 0,[90,50, 10] ,[90,40,30] ,[90,50, 10],[50,26,20],[90,50, 10],[22, 13, 10])', ...
'Mask Type','2-D Table Lookup')
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence'], ...
'Mask Dialogue' ,'Two Dimensional Table LookuplnThe first input
corresponds to X Index and the second input corresponds to theY IndexiX IndexiY
Index!Table')
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence'], ...
'Mask Translate','xindex=@ I; yindex=@2; table=@3;
sftab2chk( xindex ,yindex,table); ')
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence'], ...
'Mask Help','This block returns a linearly interpolated intersection from
the table using the X index (which corresponds to the rows of the table) and theY
index (which corresponds to the columns of the table). Extrapolation is used.')
set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence'], ...
'MaskEntries','[1 23 45 67 8 9]V[024 6 8 1012 14]V[I 1 I I 1 I 1 I
;1 I -1 -1 I 1-1-1;1 -1 I -I I -1 I -1 ;-! -1 I -1 I -I I !;I -1 -1 I -I I -I -1;-1 I I -1 I
-ll-l;-ll-lll-1-l!;l-lll!ll-1;-1-lllllii]V')

%

Finished composite block 'Even Data Sequence'.

set_param([sys,'/','Even Data Sequence'J, ...
'position',[360, 143,390, 167])
add_ block('bu iIt-in/Product', (sys, '/','Product'])
set_param( [sys, 'I', 'Produc I'], ...
'position' ,[505, 140,530, 160])
add_block(' bu i It-in/Scope', [sys, '/','even'])
set_param([sys,'/' ,'even'], ...
'V gain','5 .040000', ...
'flgain' ,' 40.000000', .. .
'Vmax','l 0.080000', .. .
'Hmax','SO.OOOOOO', .. .
'Window' ,(3,44, 787 ,235], ...
'position',[41 0, 12,430,38])
add_block('buill-in/Constant',(sys,'f ,'Even Data Row'])
set_param([sys,'f,'Even Data Row'], ...
'Value','3', ...

'position' ,[31 0,90,330,110])
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add_block('built-in/Constant',[sys,'f,'Odd Data Row'])
set_param([sys,'f,'Odd Data Row'], ...
'Value','3', ...
'position',[305,289,325,311])
add_block('bui It- in/Clock', [sys,'/','Clock'])
set_param([sys,'f, 'Clock'], ...
'position' ,[120,48,145 ,72])
add_b1ock('built-in/Constant', [sys,'f, ('Data Rate', 13,"]])
set_param([sys,'f ,['Data Rate', 13,'']],. ..
'position',[l0,95,30, 115])
add_b1ock('built-in/C1ock' ,[sys,'/' ,'Clock 1'])
set_param([sys,'f ,'Clock 1'], ...
'position',[25, 170,40, 190])
add_ b1ock('bu ilt-in/Product', [sys,'/', 'Product3 '])
set_param([sys,'f ,' Product3 '] ,...
'position',[70, 148,100, 172])
add_block(bui1t-in/MATLAB Fcn',[sys,'/','MATLAB Fen'])
set_param([sys,'f,'MATLAB Fen'], .. .
'MATLAB Fcn','fix', .. .
'position' ,[180, 145,230, 175])
add_block('built-in!Fcn',[sys,'/','Fcn'])
set_param([sys,'f ,'Fen'], ...
'Expr','rem(u, 16)', ...
'position',[ 120,150,160, 170])
add_b lock('bui It-in/Scope',[sys, '/','Data '])
set_param([sys,'f,'Data '], ...
'V gain',' I0.000000', .. .
'Hgain','2.000000', .. .
'Vmax','20.000000', .. .

'Hmax','4.000000' ,.. .
'Window',(39,373,361 ,568], ...
'posi lion', [250 ,222,270,248])
add_bl ock('bui It- in/M ux', [sys ,'/','M ux '])
set_param([sys,'f ,'Mux' ], ...
,.mpu I s,, ·~·
~1 , •••
'position',[ 130,339,160,371])
add_line(sys,[235, 160;275, 160])
add_linc(sys,[320,160;355,160])
add_line(s ys,[235, 160;245 ,235 J)
add_line(sys,[395, 155;500, 155])
add_line(sys,[415,350;500,350;51 0,315])
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add_l ine(sys, [425 ,350;425 ,415 ;445 ,415])
add_line(sys,[535, 150;550, !50;550, 190;570, 190])
add_line(sys,[600, 19 5;685, 195])
add_line(sys, [550, 150;550,35;580,35])
add_line(sys,[265, 160;265,355;280,355])
add _I ine(sys, [320,355 ;37 5,355])
add_line(s ys, [3 20,3 55 ;330,41 OJ)
add_line(sys,[335,160;345 ,220])
add_I ine(sys,[71 0 ,345;735 ,345])
add_line(sys,[650, 195;650,340;675 ,340])
add_line(sys,[725,345;725,385;680,385;690,415])
add_line(sys,[600, 195;600, 150;615, !50])
add_line(sys,[460,475;530,475;530,350;675,350])
add_line(sys,[545 ,31 0;555,31 0;555,200;570,200])
add_line(sys,[395, 155;405,25])
add_line(sys,[545 ,31 0;595,31 OJ)
add_line(sys,[445 ,270;500,270;51 0,305])
add_line(sys ,[470,85 ;480 ,85 ;480, 145 ;500, 145])
add_line(sys,[335, I 00;345, I 00;355, !50])
add_line(sys, [330,300; 360,300;360,345 ;375 ,345])
add_line(sys,[l65, 160; 175, 160])
add_line(sys,[35, I 05;55, I 05;65, !55])
add_line(sys,[45, 180;55, 180;65, 165])
add_line(sys,[ 105, 160; 115, 160])

draw now
% Return any arguments.

if (nargin I nargout)
%Must use feval here to access system in memory
if (nargin > 3)
if (flag~~ 0)
eva! (['[ret, xO,str, ts ,x ts ]=' ,sys, '(t,x ,u, flag);'])
else
eval(['ret ~·, sys,'(t,x,u,flag);'])
end
else

[ret,xO,str,ts,xts] ~ feval(sys);
end
else

drawnow %Flash up the model and execute load callback
end
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